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Kurzfassung
In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden solar betriebene thermochemische Kreisprozessezur Wasserstoffproduktion untersucht, welche auf Metalloxid-Redoxpaaren basieren.Solche Prozesse stellen einen möglichen Weg dar, Wasserstoff nachhaltig zu pro-duzieren, da nur Solarenergie und Wasser eingesetzt werden.Im Ersten Teil wird ein thermodynamischer Ansatz basierend auf T-S-Diagrammenund Pinch-Point-Analysen angewendet, um den Einfluss verschiedener Prozessbe-dingungen auf den theoretisch möglichen Wirkungsgrad zu bestimmen. Die Ergeb-nisse vermitteln ein tiefgehendes Verständnis des Prozesses und sind für künftigeArbeiten zur Prozessauslegung von Nutzen.Über diesen theoretischen Ansatz hinaus wurde Simulationsarbeit basierend aufeinem spezifischen Reaktordesign und Redoxmaterial (Nickelferrit) durchgeführt.Um den stark instationären Charakter des Prozesses zu berücksichtigen, wurde eindynamisches Reaktormodell entwickelt und anschließend in ein Prozessflowsheetintegriert. In einem ersten Schritt wurde die Obergrenze des Prozesswirkungs-grades bestimmt. Dazu wurden alle Prozesskomponenten bis auf den Reaktor alsideal angenommen. Die Simulationsergebnisse zeigen, dass die Materialeigen-schaften des Redoxpaares äußerst wichtig sind, um einen akzeptablen Wirkungsgradzu erreichen. Die Kinetik der Redoxreaktion und die Sauerstoffaufnahmekapazitätdes Metalloxids müssen deutlich höher sein als im untersuchten Fall. Nur so kannder Prozess konkurrenzfähig im Vergleich zum Benchmark — mit Solarstrom be-triebene Wasserelektrolyse — werden.Im Anschluss wurden alle peripheren Komponenten vom idealen Verhalten auf real-istische Werte umgestellt. Das führte zu dem Ergebnis, dass der maximal möglicheSauerstoffpartialdruck, bei dem das Metalloxid noch reduziert werden kann, aucheine entscheidende Rolle spielt. Entweder müssen Materialien gefunden werden,die bei höheren Partialdrücken reduziert werden können, oder es müssen effizien-tere Methoden gesucht werden, um verunreinigtes Spülgas aufzureinigen.Der letzte Teil dieser Arbeit vergleicht Receiverkonzepte, die in der Literatur zumuntersuchten Prozess aufgeführt werden. Obwohl Konzepte, die das Redoxmate-rial in Partikelform nutzen, technisch anspruchsvoll sind, sollten diese Konzepte aufGrund des größten Potentials für höhere Wirkungsgrade weiterentwickelt werden.
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Abstract
In the present work, solar-driven two-step thermochemical cycles for hydrogen pro-duction based on metal oxide redox pairs have been investigated. Such cyclesprovide a possible method to generate hydrogen in a sustainable way using onlyrenewable energy and water.In the first part, a thermodynamic approach based on T-S diagrams and pinch-pointanalyses was applied to determine the influence of specific process conditions onthe maximum theoretical efficiency. As the results provide a deep understanding ofthe process, they are of practical use for future work on conceptual process layout.In addition to that theoretical approach, simulation work based on a specific reac-tor design and redox material (nickel ferrite) was carried out. To account for thestrong transient behaviour of the process, a dynamic reactor model was developedand integrated in a process flowsheet. In a first step, the upper limit of the processefficiency was determined by assuming all components upstream and downstreamof the reactor to work ideally. The simulation results reveal that the material prop-erties of the redox pair are crucial for the process to become feasible regarding itsefficiency. The kinetics of the redox reaction as well as the oxygen uptake capacityof the metal oxide need to be increased drastically. Only then, the process maybecome competitive compared to the benchmark process, which is water electroly-sis powered by solar-generated electricity. Further, the metal oxide in the reactorshould be as dense as possible to minimize the specific thermal losses.In a next step, all peripheral components of the process were changed from idealbehaviour to more realistic conditions. This study reveals that the maximum partialpressure of oxygen at which the metal oxide can still be reduced is also a deter-mining property. Either materials which can be reduced at higher partial pressureshave to be found or more efficient ways to regenerate oxygen-diluted sweep gasneed to be developed.The last part of the present work discusses all relevant receiver concepts whichhave been proposed in literature for the process at hand. Although concepts whichapply the redox material in the form of particles are challenging from an engineeringpoint of view, these concepts should be investigated further, because they hold thegreatest potential to reach higher efficiencies.
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1 Introduction
The reduction of greenhouse gas emissions is one of the greatest challenges theworld community is facing today. Along with the scientific insight on man-madeclimate change, the societal and political focus on that challenge has been growingsteadily since the 1990s. As a result, in 2009 the leaders of the European Unionand the G8 agreed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions until 2050 by at least 80%compared to 1990. In order to achieve this goal, a widespread transition from fossilto renewable energy sources in the main industrial sectors is necessary.
Many energy transition scenarios use renewably generated hydrogen as a potentialreplacement for fossil fuels in the transportation sector. In addition to the poten-tial future application, already today over 50 million metric tons of hydrogen areproduced yearly, mainly for ammonia synthesis. This hydrogen originates from theconversion of fossil sources such as natural gas, oil and coal. In order to replace thecurrent hydrogen production with climate neutral technologies and to support theapplication of hydrogen as a fuel, a great field of today’s research is dedicated tothe development of efficient, cost-effective and especially sustainable technologiesfor hydrogen production.
Several paths to produce renewable hydrogen are known. Currently, the mostmature one is to split water in an electrolyser powered by electricity from renewablesources. This path, however, includes several energy transformations. Since everytransformation entails irreversibilities, the efficiency of the hydrogen production viaelectrolysis is limited. Thus, a more direct path is preferable from a thermodynamicpoint of view. One possibility is to use heat from concentrated solar radiation todecompose water in a purely thermal process. This approach is the subject of theensuing doctoral thesis and is introduced in the following section.
1
Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Water Splitting via Two-Step Thermochemical Cycles
The most straightforward way to generate hydrogen from water and heat is directthermal decomposition:
H2O heat−−→ H2 + 12O2 . (1.1)
This reaction, however, has two main disadvantages with respect to technical real-ization. First, the reaction only takes place at elevated temperatures. For example,at 1 bar and 2500 K, only 2.7 % of the water is decomposed and for complete dis-sociation of water, a temperature above 4500 K is necessary. Second, separationof the gaseous products needs to be conducted at these high reaction temperaturesin order to prevent recombination or the formation of hazardous gas mixtures. Al-though effort has been conducted in the past to attack that challenge by effusionseparation [1, 2, 3] and electrolytic separation [4, 5], the focus of solar water-splittingresearch shifted to the investigation of thermochemical cycles at the beginning ofthe 21st century [6].Thermochemical cycles for water splitting bypass the two challenges mentionedabove: first, the operating temperature is typically below 2000 K [7] and second, theproducts oxygen and hydrogen are generated in separate steps so that a subsequentseparation of the two gases is not necessary anymore. Several thermochemical cy-cles for water splitting are known. An extensive study of different cycles is presentedby Abanades et al. [7]. One prominent group used for solar water splitting is basedon metal oxides, first reported by Nakamura [8]. The reactions corresponding to thisgroup of two-step cycles are
Thermal reduction step (TR): MOox → MOred + 12O2 (1.2)Water splitting step (WS): MOred + H2O→ MOox + H2 . (1.3)
In the first step (Equation 1.2), a metal oxide in its oxidized state (MOox) is activatedby thermal reduction at elevated temperatures of typically 1400 °C and above. Theproducts are the reduced metal oxide MOred and oxygen. The reaction is endother-mic, hence solar energy can be incorporated into the metal oxide in the form ofchemical energy. During this first step, the oxygen partial pressure is reduced in
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most technical realizations. This way, the reduction reaction is thermodynamicallyfavoured.
In the second step (Equation 1.3), the metal oxide is re-oxidized with water. Theemerging hydrogen is the main product. The oxidation reaction is thermodynam-ically favoured at lower temperatures than the reduction reaction. The lower thetemperature, the further the thermodynamic equilibrium shifts to the product sideof Equation 1.3. As the splitting step is exothermic, theoretically no external poweris needed for this step. However, depending on the technical realization, the heatloss of the water-splitting reactor may not be compensated by the reaction en-thalpy so that solar irradiation during this step would also be necessary. After thewater-splitting step, the oxidized metal oxide needs to be activated in the thermalreduction step again. Thus, the metal oxide is not consumed in the cycle and thenet reaction of the two steps is equivalent to Equation 1.1.
1.2 Scope and Course of Action
Several different reactor concepts for two-step solar thermochemical water splittinghave been proposed. Although experimental work on many reactor concepts hasbeen carried out in lab and pilot scale, it is difficult to predict the efficiency of afuture industrial plant based on the experimental results, mainly for two reasons.Many reactors were designed for a “proof of concept” rather than an efficient per-formance. Also, the experiments only comprised the solar reactor, disregarding theupstream and downstream process which will be necessary in a complete plant[9, 10, 11, 12].
Parallel to the experimental work, theoretical approaches to estimate the perfor-mance have evolved [13, 14]. These estimations are often rather coarse, as a detailedprocess analysis is a complex task. For such an analysis, a model of the solar-drivenreactor has to be established. Especially for concepts operating in batch mode (bothreaction steps are carried out subsequently in one reactor), a dynamic reactor modelought to be established to account for the inherent process dynamics. Further, theremaining part of the process plant which is affected by the dynamic load of thereactor, also needs to be modelled in a dynamic way.
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The aim of this study is to extensively analyse two-step solar thermochemical watersplitting in order to provide a guideline for future research. After presenting thenecessary fundamentals in Chapter 2, an in-depth thermodynamic study will bedealt with in Chapter 3. That study is kept as generic as possible so it can beapplied for many different reactor types and process concepts. Although the analysisis theoretical, it provides a fundamental understanding of the process which canalready give important insights about process conditions that should be consideredwhen designing a reactor and a corresponding process.
In contrast to the generic study in Chapter 3, the following Chapters 4 and 5 willdeal with the modelling and subsequent efficiency analysis of a specific reactorand process concept. For this purpose, the Hydrosol process developed by Roebet al. [15] and Agrafiotis et al. [16] was selected. The Hydrosol reactor — beingthe core of the Hydrosol process — consists of a ceramic honeycomb structurewhich is coated with the reactive metal oxide. The reactor is directly irradiated byconcentrated solar radiation. For this specific analysis, a dynamic reactor modelwas established and integrated into a complete process model. The simulationwork focuses on the influence of the metal oxide characteristics with regard to theoverall hydrogen production process. The main efficiency limitations are identifiedand again, fundamental insights for future reactor as well as process design areprovided.
Based on the results of the efficiency analysis, Chapter 6 reviews the pros andcons of the most prominent reactor and process concepts reported in literature andcompares them to the Hydrosol concept.
4
2 Fundamentals
This chapter provides the fundamentals which are required through the course ofthe present thesis. First, the concentrating systems which are suitable for theapplication at hand are discussed. Second, background on the Hydrosol processand its reactor concepts is provided. Subsequently, the basic thermodynamics ofwater-splitting metal oxides as well as the kinetics of the metal oxide used in theHydrosol reactor are presented. At the end of this chapter, a benchmark processwill be introduced.
2.1 Solar Concentrating Systems
The thermochemical cycle examined in this work requires temperatures well above1000 °C. When concentrating direct solar radiation with mirrors, these high temper-atures can be achieved. Different technologies to concentrate solar radiation exist.Today, their main application is to provide heat for an electricity generation processreferred to as concentrating solar power (CSP). But the heat can also be used topower chemical processes.
Although parabolic troughs are the most mature solar concentrating technology forelectricity generation, they do not provide the adequate technology for the presentpurpose. Parabolic troughs — being a line focussing technology — can only befeasibly used for processes below 600 °C [17]. For higher temperatures, point fo-cussing solar concentrating systems are the technology of choice. Two main typesare state of the art: Dish systems and solar tower systems. They are described inthe following.
5
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2.1.1 Solar Dish Systems
The two main components of solar dish systems are a parabolically shaped mirrorand a receiver which is placed in the focal point of the mirror, as shown in Figure2.1. A tracking system ensures that the mirror follows the sun throughout the dayso that the solar irradiation is concentrated on the focal point continuously. Thesesystems usually operate at concentration ratios up to 5000 suns and are thereforetheoretically capable to heat a surface to above 3000 °C [6]. Dish concentratorsare typically used to provide heat to a Stirling engine as shown in Figure 2.2.For a solar chemical application, a reactor instead of the Stirling engine would bemounted in the focal area.
Compared to other solar concentrating technologies, dish systems can reach thehighest optical efficiencies, because the receiver is ideally aligned to the directionof the concentrated radiation throughout the day. A drawback of the technology isthat system sizes are below 500 m2. Therefore, a large scale plant for Hydrogenproduction would require a field of several dish systems, each equipped with anindividual reactor. That would result in a complex gas distribution and collectionsystem and economies of scale could not be exploited remarkably.
Figure 2.1: Scheme of dish concen-trating system [18] Figure 2.2: State of the art dish ster-ling system [19]
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2.1.2 Solar Tower Systems
In solar tower systems, a large number of individual mirrors (heliostats) reflects thedirect solar radiation to a central receiver located on a tower, as depicted in Figures2.3 and 2.4. The heliostats are equipped with a two-axis tracking system.Although the technology can reach similar concentration ratios as dish systems, theirmean optical efficiency is lower, because the receiver is fixed on the solar tower. Asthe position of the sun changes during the day, the receiver position is not optimal atall points in time. Nevertheless, solar tower systems gained popularity among CSPcompanies during the past decade so that at the time of writing they account forthe majority of the pending CSP installations in the USA [20]. The main advantageof tower systems over the established solar trough technology is the possibility toreach higher process temperatures allowing for a higher system efficiency.The Hydrosol process, as well as most reactor concepts for thermochemical watersplitting, is designed for solar tower systems. A major advantage compared to dishsystems is that the complete plant could be realized as one centralized facilitywithin the tower.
Figure 2.3: Scheme of solar towerconcentrating system adapted from[18]
Figure 2.4: State of the art 20 MWelsolar tower system near Seville,Spain [21]
2.2 The Hydrosol Process  State of the Art
The Hydrosol process was first developed from 2002 to 2005 in a EU-funded researchproject of the same name. The process has been developed further in two successive
7
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projects named Hydrosol 2 and Hydrosol 3D until 2012. Amongst partners fromindustry which have been changing in the different projects, the Hydrosol consortiumhas continuously been comprised of the research organizations APTL from Greeceand DLR from Germany. In 2014, a successive project named Hydrosol PLANT hasstarted. In that project, a 1 MWth plant will be realized at the Plataforma Solar deAlmería, Spain.
In all Hydrosol projects, the reactor development has been a central research topic.The reactor will also play a major role in the simulation work of this thesis. There-fore, the basic reactor concept and the different reactor designs which have beendeveloped until today are presented in the following.
2.2.1 Hydrosol Reactor Concept
Although four different reactor designs have been realized until today, they all workon a common principle, which is described here. The reactor is designed as areceiver-reactor, i. e. the reactive material which comprises the reaction chamberis directly irradiated by solar radiation. The central element of the reactor is ahoneycomb structure which is well known from catalytic converters [22]. The coreof the honeycomb consists of siliconized silicon carbide (SiSiC). It is coated withthe reactive metal oxide. The SiSiC provides structural stability and good thermalconductivity, while the metal oxide actually performs the thermochemical cycle.
The general mode of operation is as follows: solar radiation enters through a frontwindow and is absorbed by the honeycomb structure which heats up accordingly.During the reduction step, a sweep gas — typically nitrogen — flushes the hon-eycomb and takes out the released oxygen. The sweep gas provides a low oxygenpartial pressure, which is necessary for the reduction reaction to take place at areasonably low temperature. This will be discussed further in Section 2.3.
When the reduction is completed, the metal oxide is activated for water splittingand the conditions in the honeycomb have to be set for the oxidation reaction. First,the nitrogen feed is turned off and overheated steam is injected instead. Second,the temperature is reduced by lowering the concentration ratio of the solar field, i.e. defocussing a part of the heliostats. When the required conditions are met, the
8
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steam reacts with the metal oxide according to Equation 1.3 and hydrogen leavesthe back of the honeycomb together with unreacted steam.
2.2.2 Evolution of the Reactor Design
Single-Chamber Reactor The first Hydrosol reactor was build and tested in 2003[23]. It has one reaction chamber consisting of a cylindrical honeycomb, as depictedin Figure 2.5. The reactor was designed for 3 kW solar power input. In this reactor,temperature levels of about 1200 °C for reduction and 800 °C for water splittingwere realized and the concept was proven.
Figure 2.5: First generation Hydrosol receiver-reactor
Prototype Reactor After first tests at the solar furnace of DLR had shown the fea-sibility of hydrogen production, a second generation was designed for 10 kW solarpower input. Its design addresses the challenge of more efficient solar power inte-gration, as the power demand of the reaction chamber changes significantly betweenthe two reaction steps. While the solar field area needs to be designed for the maxi-mum power demand (during the reduction step), the available solar resource cannotbe exploited during the low temperature water-splitting step, if only one reactionchamber exists. Such poor exploitation of the available solar power will eventuallybe reflected in system costs.Therefore, the second reactor generation, hereafter referred to as the prototypereactor, was designed to have two reaction chambers operating in opposite modes.The concept is shown in Figure 2.6. With that design, there is always one chamber
9
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in water-splitting mode and one in reduction mode, resulting in a constant powerdemand. This reactor was extensively tested in the solar furnace of DLR [12]. Foradjusting the flux on the individual chambers, a shutter device was used, see Figure2.7.
Figure 2.6: Scheme of prototype re-actor [24] Figure 2.7: Prototype reactor in op-eration at the solar furnace [24]
Pilot Reactor Based on the experiences from the prototype reactor, a 100 kW pi-lot reactor was constructed and set up on the SSPS-CRS tower located at thePlataforma Solar de Almería. Again, a two chamber system was realized. Figure2.8 shows the two chambers after construction and Figure 2.9 shows the reactor inoperation.
Figure 2.8: Pilot reactor after con-struction [24] Figure 2.9: Pilot reactor in operationin Almería [24]
Several test campaigns have been carried out with the pilot reactor [25]. A heliostatfield control was developed to control the temperatures of the two reaction chambers[26, 27]. Further, different metal oxide coatings were tested as well as operational
10
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parameters such as the time used for each half cycle. As the main drawback of thepilot reactor was identified to be the heat loss due to reradiation, it was decidedto create the successor reactor as a cavity design. This way, the hot area facingambience can be reduced. Another conclusion from the tests was that the reductionreaction takes longer than the water-splitting reaction. Hence, the number of inde-pendently operating reaction chambers ought to be increased, so that the times ofeach half cycle can be more flexible.
Hydrosol 3D Reactor The objective of the project Hydrosol 3D was to design acomplete plant which allows for incoming solar power of 1 MW [28]. The reactordesign resulting from the Hydrosol 3D work is depicted in Figure 2.10. As onereactor would be too small to absorb 1 MW of radiation, the reactor design ismodular, i. e. several reactors can be placed next to each other.
To realize a cavity design, the honeycomb structures are positioned in a hemispher-ical “football” shape. At the entrance of the cavity, a secondary concentrator ensuresthat all radiation incident on the projected reactor surface is used. With this design,the ratio of absorber front area to the area facing ambient could be increased fromnearly one to 6.7. The gas enters the reactor through the honeycombs which areclosest to the secondary concentrator and exits through the remaining honeycombs.Afterwards, all gas streams are collected and leave the reactor through one outletpipe.
2.3 Metal Oxides for Water Splitting
This section introduces the redox material properties which have a strong influenceon the overall process performance. First the thermodynamic equilibrium as wellas the reaction kinetics are discussed. Subsequently, the thermal stability of themetal oxide and its implications on the reactor design are addressed.
11
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Figure 2.10: Drawings of the Hydrosol 3D reactor design adapted from [29].a - reactor with secondary concentrator; b - assembly of seven reactors; c - crosssectional view; d - close-up of reaction chamber
2.3.1 Thermodynamics
In the present study, nickel ferrite (NiFe2O4) was selected as the basic material,because it is the material of the Hydrosol 3D project [30]. Allendorf et al. [31] alsosuggest nickel ferrite to be a promising candidate for water splitting. Compared topure iron oxide (Fe3O4), the reduction temperature is much lower and no melting/phase change occurs. The corresponding reduction and water spitting equationsare
NiFe2O4 → NiFe2O4−δ + δ2O2 , (2.1)NiFe2O4−δ + δH2O→ NiFe2O4 + δH2 . (2.2)
12
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The coefficient δ describes the free oxygen that can be repeatedly incorporatedin and released from the metal oxide. The value of δ depends on the reductionand water splitting temperatures as well as the partial pressure of oxygen duringreduction. It can be determined using software specialized for thermochemical cal-culations, such as FactSage [32]. In Figure 2.11, the maximum possible δ is shownfor different thermal reduction temperatures and pressures, assuming a completelyoxidized state before reduction. The course of δ shows that higher reduction tem-peratures and lower partial pressures of oxygen increase the possible degree ofreduction. This qualitative statement is valid for all metal oxides relevant for ther-mochemical water splitting.
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Figure 2.11: Free oxygen in NiFe2O4 at different reduction temperatures T andoxygen partial pressures pO2
2.3.2 Reaction Kinetics
In addition to the thermodynamic material properties, the time for the material toreach the thermodynamic equilibrium is an important material characteristic. Thefaster the reaction, the more hydrogen can be produced per time which will improvethe system performance. While studies about the thermodynamics of materials for
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solar water splitting are broadly available [33, 7, 34, 35, 36], the kinetics of thosematerials have not been investigated to a similar extent. In most kinetic studies, thereduction step was carried out by partial chemical reduction with CO, H2 or CH4[37, 38, 39] and only few kinetic models have been established for purely thermalreduction, which applies to the Hydrosol process.
Neises [40] established a kinetic model for zinc ferrite based on experimental workcarried out at DLR. The formulation is based on a shrinking core model. It alsoincludes a representation of degradation effects due to sintering when repeatingseveral cycles. However, Neises also found out that the reactions which the kineticformulation is comprised of do not represent the complete set of reactions that occursin reality. In experiments with zinc ferrite coated on silicon carbide structures, theferrite was not reduced [41]. Rather, hydrogen evolved due to ongoing oxidationof the silicon. Thus, the formulation of Neises also results not to be adequate thedescription of an exclusively thermal reduction step.
For NiFe2O4, a set of kinetic equations based on thermal cycling was establishedby Agrafiotis et al. [42]. Although that kinetic model also includes some drawbackswhich are described below, it was chosen for the present work as it is the mostsuitable formulation available. It is based on a unimolecular decay law commonlyused for gas-solid reactions. The equations were reshaped by simple mathematicaloperations to the form described in this section. The hydrogen generation rate r˙H2during the water-splitting step is
r˙H2 = 2 ∂ΨO2∂t = 2 kWS (ΨO2 ,max −ΨO2) cH2O . (2.3)
The differentiated variable ΨO2 describes how much oxygen per gram of NiFe2O4 canbe possibly released by complete thermal reduction of the oxide in its current state.The quantity ΨO2 ,max describes the maximum value of ΨO2 , i. e. the maximum oxygencontent that can be incorporated into the reduced material, hereafter referred toas the maximum oxygen uptake capacity. It is the mass specific equivalent to δ inEquations 2.1 and 2.2. The other variables in Equation 2.3 are the rate constant kWSand the concentration of water cH2O in the gas phase.
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The oxygen generation rate r˙O2 during thermal reduction is described as
r˙O2 = ∂ΨO2∂t = kTR ΨO2 , (2.4)
with kTR being the rate constant for the reduction reaction.The kinetics was evaluated for splitting temperatures up to 1100 °C and reduc-tion temperatures up to 1400 °C. The rate constants are stated to be temperatureindependent, their average values being kWS = 0.062 m3min·mol and kTR = 0.030 1min .The sweep gas which was used during the reduction step of the experiments wasnitrogen with an oxygen partial pressure of 10−6 bar.
For the complete kinetic analysis, Agrafiotis et al. set the duration of one halfcycle to 20 min. As the material did not reach equilibrium at the end of each halfcycle, the actual thermodynamic limit of ΨO2 ,max was not determined, resulting in aninaccuracy of the kinetic formulation. Longer cycles would result in larger values ofΨO2 ,max and shorter cycles would decrease ΨO2 ,max.The rather short cycle time results in another inaccuracy concerning the temperaturedependency: in the analysis, the maximum oxygen uptake capacity increases whenraising the water-splitting temperature while keeping the reduction temperatureconstant. The resulting values of ΨO2 ,max at different water-splitting temperaturesare shown in Figure 2.12. The reduction temperature in the corresponding experi-ments was always 1400 °C. Actually, thermodynamics predict an obverse trend: themaximum oxygen uptake capacity should decrease when lowering the temperaturedifference between water splitting and reduction [43, 31, 40]. But at higher tem-peratures, the kinetics of the oxidation step increases so that the metal oxide wasoxidized to a greater extent within the 20 min of the measurement. From 1000 °C to1100 °C, a less prominent increase of ΨO2 ,max can be observed. That stagnation mayresult from faster kinetics and unfavourable thermodynamics equalling each otherout.
More realistic kinetic parameters might be achieved by setting ΨO2 ,max to a constantvalue and adjusting the reaction rate with kWS. However, such an analysis would gobeyond the scope of this work. As a result, a rather high and unknown uncertaintyhas to be attributed to ΨO2 ,max. Therefore, in the later process analysis the value of
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Figure 2.12: Values of ΨO2 ,max for different water-splitting temperatures and a re-duction temperature of TTR = 1400 °C as presented by Agrafiotis et al. [42]
ΨO2 ,max will be varied to account for this uncertainty. As a base, the maximum valueof ΨO2 ,max = 0.037 molkgoxide corresponding to a temperature of 1100 °C will be used.The kinetic model includes two more limitations: first, the upper temperature limitof the water-splitting step was not reached in the experiments. Therefore, the equa-tions do not cover the phase when the reactor is cooling down in a water vapouratmosphere after thermal reduction. Second, the influence of the oxygen partialpressure in the gas phase during the reduction reaction is not included in the equa-tions. This deficiency is a main drawback of the kinetic model, because the differencebetween the equilibrium oxygen pressure (corresponding to the degree of oxidationof the metal oxide at a certain temperature) and the oxygen partial pressure inthe gas phase is the driving force for oxygen to leave the solid. Unfortunately, noformulation was found which accounts for the partial pressure as the driving force.
For the modelling work, at least the maximum partial pressure at which reductionstill takes place (pO2 ,TR,max) needs to be known. As it was not measured by Agrafiotiset al., the value of pO2 ,TR,max was calculated with FactSage for the reduction temper-ature of 1400 °C and the base case of ΨO2 ,max, resulting in pO2 ,TR,max = 4.3 · 10−3 bar.The implementation of the temperature and pressure limits in the kinetic equations
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will be dealt with in the model description in Chapter 4.2.7.
Despite the above mentioned limitations of the kinetic formulation, it still representsthe reactions in a meaningful way. In many simulation runs of the later processanalysis, the cycle times will not deviate significantly from 20 min so that thequantitative predictions of the kinetics are acceptable. Further, the kinetic approachrepresents reality very well in a qualitative way. So even when the parameters ofthe kinetics are varied drastically, the formulation still provides a realistic profile ofthe evolution of the reaction rate.
2.3.3 Loading of Redox Material
Alongside thermodynamics and kinetics, other material properties are importantfor practical use. For example, materials which undergo phase changes are moredifficult to handle in a reactor. Sintering characteristics and structural stability athigh temperatures are also important criteria. The structural stability of NiFe2O4 atreduction temperatures above 1200 °C is not sufficient for the material to be usedin its pure form. Therefore, it needs to be coated on a stable support structure. Aparameter that will be important in the later process analysis is the loading Loxide,which describes the oxide mass fraction of the complete material in the reactor:
Loxide = moxidemsupport +moxide . (2.5)
Here, msupport is the mass of the support structure and moxide is the mass of thereactive material. The base value of Loxide will be 10 % corresponding to the coatedhoneycombs in the Hydrosol project.
2.4 Benchmark
Thermochemical cycles have the appearance to be more elegant than many othermethods to produce hydrogen from renewable energy, because they convert solarenergy directly into chemical energy. As a rule of thumb, one should always aimto design processes which require as few steps as possible to convert the availableprimary energy into the energy form which is finally desired. However, this is only
17
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a coarse direction for the process selection. To evaluate the quality of the two-step thermochemical water-splitting process, a comparison to a benchmark processneeds to be carried out.
Although today hydrogen is usually extracted from natural gas reforming or partialoxidation, these methods are not an appropriate benchmark, because the environ-mental impact is too different (mainly CO2 emissions). Rather, a comparable processbased on a renewable energy source should be used as a benchmark. A suitableprocess to generate hydrogen using established technologies based on renewableenergy is water electrolysis powered by electricity from a CSP plant. CSP plantshave proven a yearly solar-to-electric efficiency of 10 % to 15 % [44] and electroly-sis reaches efficiencies of about 73 % [45]. Thus, the benchmark solar-to-hydrogenefficiency is in the range of 7 % to 11 %.
The meaningfulness of the thermodynamic efficiency in the sector of solar energyshould be considered critically, because the energy source is free and abundant. Thehydrogen production costs are a more relevant measure in this context. However, arealistic cost estimation for solar thermochemical hydrogen generation goes beyondthe scope of this work. Since the benchmark process uses a comparable method forthe collection of solar power, which makes up for a large part of the total investments[46], at least parts of the difference in efficiency can be directly translated to aneconomic advantage of the more efficient technology.
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Analysis
In this chapter, the theoretically possible efficiency of two-step thermochemicalwater-splitting processes is discussed. Different approaches to this task are re-ported in literature. The most generic one is to define the Carnot efficiency as theupper limit [6, 47], which is true for any process driven by thermal energy. Thefirst ones to extensively discuss the thermodynamics of thermochemical cycles wereFunk et al. [43]. However, they intended to use nuclear power as a heat sourceand therefore set the upper temperature limit to 1100 °C. This restriction resultedin a main focus on multi-step (more than two) cycles. Abraham [48] extended thepioneering work of Funk et al. by introducing temperature-entropy (T-S) diagramsas a convenient tool for thermodynamic evaluation of such cycles, also up to 1100 °C.
For solar application, Ewan and Allen [49] calculated the limiting thermodynamicefficiency for a number of thermochemical cycles for hydrogen generation. Althoughthey did not use T-S diagrams, their methodology is similar to the one used inthis study. However, their result concerning the two-step redox cycle is limited,because they did not assume the process do be driven by thermal energy only.Specific work about the two-step redox cycle was carried out by Diver et al. [50],who introduced a thermodynamic model based on energy balances to stress theimportance of solid heat recovery when performing the two reaction steps at differenttemperatures. Later studies have used more sophisticated methods to calculatethe process efficiency when using specific metal oxides [51, 13]. A recent trend inprocess operation is to perform both water splitting and thermal reduction at thesame temperature. This operation strategy results in a lower conversion of water,which has been analysed thermodynamically by Bader et al. and Muhich et al.[13, 52].
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While some of the aforementioned studies include the solar-to-thermal efficiency, itis excluded from this analysis, thus only the thermochemical conversion efficiencyηtc is dealt with. This decoupling gives a clearer view on the thermodynamic effectsoccurring in the conversion process. To include the solar-to-thermal efficiency,one can proceed in an analogous way as described by Fletcher and Moen [1] bymultiplying the maximum possible thermochemical efficiency (ηtc) with the maximumpossible absorption efficiency when assuming the absorber to be a black body. Theresulting idealized system efficiency ηs is calculated as
ηs = (1− σT 4IC
)× ηtc , (3.1)
with the process temperature T , the intensity of the solar radiation I and the solarconcentration ratio C .
Up to now, in-depth thermodynamic studies have been applied to optimize or analysea specific process based on a specific material. In this study, a more generalapproach is used to systematically determine the influence of process parameterson the process efficiency. By applying T-S diagrams and pinch point analyses, acomprehensive as well as detailed analysis is presented. Only once, the example ofceria is used, otherwise either material-independent trends are discussed or entropyrequisites towards yet unspecified materials are revealed.
3.1 T-S Diagrams and Carnot Efficiency
To determine the theoretical upper limit of the efficiency, all state changes have to beassumed reversible. Thus, the reversible, special case of the second law formulation
δQ = T dS (3.2)
holds for all state changes in this chapter, if not denoted otherwise. According toEquation 3.2, the amount of heat δQ associated to an entropy change dS at a giventemperature T is known. Based on this insight, the representation of thermodynamiccycles in a T-S diagram is very vivid: Any process proceeding in clockwise direction
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receives heat at higher temperatures and releases it at lower temperatures, asshown in Figure 3.1. Counter-clockwise processes represent cooling cycles, whichare not of interest for the present work and will not be discussed further in thisthesis.
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Figure 3.1: T-S diagram of an idealized clockwise process, undergoing an entropyincrease from S1 to S2 at a high temperature TH and an entropy decrease fromS2 to S1 at a low temperature TL
Since the heat associated to an entropy change at a temperature TH has a largerabsolute value than at a lower temperature TL , more heat is introduced than re-jected. The integral of a closed curve in the T-S diagram represents this differencebetween heat input Qin and heat output Qout of the process.
In order to satisfy the first law of thermodynamics, workWuse needs to be withdrawnto make up for the difference in heat input Qin and heat output Qout:
Qin = Qout +Wuse . (3.3)
The efficiency of such a process is the quotient of work Wuse — being pure exergy
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and thus the useful output — and the required heat input Qin:
ηcycle = WuseQin . (3.4)
Replacing the work by (Qin − Qout) as derived from Equation 3.3 and substitutingthe Q by (T ∆S) as derived from Equation 3.2, this efficiency formulation results inthe well-known Carnot efficiency, only depending on the temperature levels of theheat source and sink:
ηcycle = Qin − QoutQin = TH∆S − TL∆STH∆S = TH − TLTH . (3.5)
In the following sections, this concept of efficiency analysis will be applied on watersplitting by thermochemical cycles. The influence of material properties and processconditions will be discussed. However, the analysis may not lead to the conclusionthat the discussed processes can be realized. In addition to the fact that reversibleprocesses are practically impossible, this analysis does not allow for identifyingmaterials that are able to follow such temperature and entropy profiles. In general,T-S diagrams cannot predict if a material is capable of water splitting, because theenthalpy of formation of the materials and water is not taken into account. This canbe done, for example, by using Ellingham diagrams, as first suggested by Bilgen etal. [53].Wherever material properties of real substances were used, they were calculatedwith the software FactSage [32].
3.2 One Step Cycles
3.2.1 Thermolysis
In a first step, direct thermal decomposition (thermolysis) of water is examined asa starting point for the following analysis. Figure 3.2 shows a theoretical processrepresenting direct water splitting in a T-S diagram, similar to the one proposedby Abraham and Schreiner [48]. The pressure is constant at 1 bar. From point 1to point 2, liquid water is heated to its boiling temperature. Then, it is evaporated
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Figure 3.2: T-S diagram of idealized direct thermal composition of one mole of water,all components at 1 bar
isothermally to saturated steam (point 3) which is subsequently heated to 4300 K(point 4). This is the temperature at which thermodynamics predicts water, oxygenand hydrogen to be in equilibrium, if all were at 1 bar. From point 4 to point 5, thereversible water-splitting reaction takes place. Subsequently, the gases are cooledseparately to ambient temperature from point 5 to point 6. The cycle is closed byrecombining hydrogen and oxygen to water, still at ambient temperature. This stepis represented by a dashed line, because it does not proceed at thermodynamicequilibrium. Besides the rejected heat, work or electricity, i.e. pure exergy, can beextracted here. In a real process, this would typically be carried out in a fuel cellgenerating electricity.
The process in Figure 3.2 is a theoretical construct which cannot be observed inreality. Water actually starts to decompose partially at temperatures well below4300 K. However, the figure provides a clear representation of the main thermody-namic concept. Although theoretical, it is possible to construct the process based onthermodynamic data, because the entropy values of all states considered are knownfor each component. A realistic representation of direct thermolysis is discussed inAppendix A.
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To calculate the process efficiency, one must know the amount of useful work thatcan be extracted from the process as well as the heat input. The useful output isrepresented by the enclosed area in Figure 3.2, i. e. the integral of the curve. Itamounts to 237 kJ/mol. This is equal to the work that can be generated in a fuel cell,or in other words the Gibbs energy of the combination of one mole of hydrogen withoxygen, ∆Gf,H2O. Every process that aims at thermal water splitting must providethis heat as a minimum, i. e. in the reversible case.
The minimum heat input of the process — being the effort in the efficiency calcu-lation — can be derived by a pinch point analysis as described by Ebrahim andKawari [54]. This kind of analysis, which is used to optimize heat integration ofprocesses, was carried out for all efficiency calculations in this chapter. The coreof this technique is to examine at what temperatures heat is needed on the onehand and at what temperatures rejected heat is available on the other hand. Thisleads to two “composite curves”, one representing all streams to be heated and theother one all streams to be cooled. The composite curves of the thermolysis processare displayed in Figure 3.3. To calculate the thermodynamic optimum, the mini-
Figure 3.3: Composite curves of hot and cold streams of thermolysis correspondingto the T-S diagram in Figure 3.2
mum temperature difference was set to 0 K. Therefore, the two curves touch each
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other. The necessary heat input can be extracted from the graph as the differencebetween the maximum enthalpy values of the two curves. In the case of thermolysis,this difference is 286 kJ/mol, resulting in an efficiency of 83.0 %.
3.2.2 Equivalent Process at Lower Temperature
As the direct water-splitting process only reaches reasonable conversion at temper-atures above about 2500 K (see Appendix A), this is technically very challenging andlower process temperatures are to be achieved. But lowering the maximum temper-ature in Figure 3.2 would reduce the integral of the curve and thus, complete thermalwater splitting would not be possible. As a consequence, the entropy change of thereactions needs to be increased when aiming at lower process temperatures andthe same hydrogen yield.
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Figure 3.4: Theoretical construct of a water-splitting process working at lower tem-peratures, still satisfying dW ≥ ∆Gf,H2O
A theoretical process with an upper temperature of 2100 K is shown in Figure 3.4.The process was created under the condition that the state of the product gasesremains the same as in the thermolysis process, while the “starting substance” -side is shifted to lower entropy values such that the areas of the two processesbecome equal, corresponding to ∆Gf,H2O. Although a fluid following this curve is
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only a hypothetical construct, it is still instructive to introduce it as a motivation forthe use of two-step cycles.
The theoretical process also includes an evaporation phase with the same entropychange and the same boiling temperature as in the case of water. Only the entropychange in the fuel cell step and in the gas splitting step are not in agreement withthe properties of water.
In Figure 3.5, the resulting efficiency is compared to the Carnot efficiency. The effi-ciency of the theoretical equivalent process is lower, because due to the evaporationstep not all heat is introduced into the process at its maximum temperature. Thelower the maximum temperature gets, the closer the two efficiency curves becomeuntil they merge at the evaporation temperature. Here, all heat is introduced at100 °C and all heat rejection takes place at ambient temperature, just as in a Carnotprocess. The plot shows that an optimal theoretical process is able to achieve atheoretical efficiency above 70 % at upper process temperatures as low as 1450 K,which have been proven to be technically manageable [25].
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the Carnot efficiency to a theoretical water-splitting pro-cess analogous to the one displayed in Figure 3.4
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3.3 Two-Step Cycle
3.3.1 Fluid Phase and Influence of Metal Oxide
The theoretical process in Figure 3.4 demonstrates that at lower process tempera-tures, a larger entropy change is needed. Since the entropy of the involved compo-nents water, hydrogen and oxygen cannot be changed, such a process is impossibleto be realized. However, when introducing another reaction step, lower tempera-tures can indeed be achieved. This is one of the main reasons why thermochemicalcycles are of special interest for water splitting.
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Figure 3.6: T-S diagram of two-step thermochemical cycle to split 1 mol of water
Figure 3.6 shows the entropy change that occurs in a two-step thermochemicalwater-splitting cycle. It is instructive to first discuss the entropy change only in thefluid phase (dark green curve), which will also be plotted in all further T-S diagramsas a reference. From point 1 to point 4, the process is the same as in the case ofdirect thermolysis: water is heated, evaporated and superheated, in this example upto a water-splitting temperature TWS of 1100 K. In the following oxidation reaction,water is split and the metal oxide takes up the oxygen. Hydrogen - being a diatomic
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gas at this temperature - has a lower degree of freedom and thus lower entropy thanthe triatomic water. Therefore, the water-splitting reaction results in a decrease ofentropy in the fluid phase (point 4 to point 5). From point 5 to point 6, the hydrogenis heated to the reduction temperature TTR. This is not in agreement with thereal process, where the hydrogen is never heated above the splitting temperature.However, from a thermodynamics and efficiency point of view, it does not matter ifthe hydrogen is first heated and afterwards cooled again, because ideally all heatcan be recuperated. It was chosen to include this heating of hydrogen for a moreconsistent presentation in the T-S diagram.The reduction reaction takes place from point 6 to point 7. The difference of entropyin the gas phase before and after reduction is exactly the entropy of 12 mol of oxygenat the corresponding temperature. Thus, a large entropy increase can be observed.From point 7 to point 8, the gases are cooled to ambient temperature to close thecycle in the work-generating step from point 8 to 1 (like in the case of thermolysis).It should be noted that the entropy of the gas phase is always only the sum of thepure-substance entropies. No mixing entropy may be regarded, because the gasesare located in separate reservoirs.As the water-splitting temperature in this example was deliberately set to 1100 K,the reduction temperature had to be adjusted in a way that the integral of the curveis again equivalent to ∆Gf,H2O, as in the thermolysis case. When changing the water-splitting temperature, the reduction temperature has to be adjusted accordingly.This dependency is shown in Figure 3.7.To display the influence of a metal oxide, the thermodynamic data of ceria wasused. This material was chosen, because it does not undergo a phase change in theexamined temperature region and is furthermore currently an interesting candidatefor process improvement. The reduction of Ce2O3 to 2 CeO2 results in an entropychange of about ∆S = −7 JK in the given temperature range. Adding this entropychange to the fluid phase entropy curve results in a water-splitting step ending atpoint 5a in Figure 3.6. For the solid phase, only the entropy change is regarded asopposed to the absolute entropy (which is shown for the fluid phase). This againleads to a more comprehensive representation in the T-S diagram without loss ofrelevant information. Including the absolute entropy of the metal oxide would onlyresult in a large parallel displacement of the upper part of the diagram.
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Figure 3.7: Relation between oxidation and reduction temperature for two-step cy-cles equivalent to the ones in Figure 3.6
From point 5a to 6a in Figure 3.6, the ceria is heated comparable to the fluid phasecase. Since the area of the integral was increased by introducing points 5a and 6a,the reduction temperature can be lowered accordingly. So the reduction from point6a to 7a takes place at a slightly lower temperature than in the case consideringonly the fluid phase.
The heating and cooling of the solid phase is also not regarded in Figure 3.6. Thissimplification leads to a small error, because the heat capacities of the reduced andthe oxidized form of ceria are not identical and therefore complete heat recoveryis not possible. In the case of ceria, this simplification changes the efficiency bybelow 0.6 % points in the examined splitting temperature region of TWS = 600K to1800 K. By omitting the heat capacity change, the analysis stays consistent withthe following subsections of this chapter, where unspecified theoretical materialsare introduced. The heat capacity of those materials cannot be deduced reasonablyand is therefore also omitted.
The effort for the efficiency calculation is again determined by a pinch point analysis.Figure 3.8 shows the composite curves corresponding to the case including the
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Figure 3.8: Pinch point analysis of two-step cycle
influence of ceria. Except for the reduction reaction, all necessary heat can beprovided by heat recovery. Further, a considerable amount of 70 kJ is rejected aboveambient temperature without the possibility to be recovered.
The efficiency of the two-step cycle is shown in Figure 3.9. A significant efficiencydecrease can be observed when rising the water-splitting temperature, although themaximum process temperature increases too, (see Figure 3.7). This trend might seemcounterintuitive, because the Carnot efficiency increases when increasing the upperprocess temperature. However, the increased exergy loss of the water-splittingreaction cannot be compensated by the higher reduction temperature.
In general, the two-step cycle has a lower efficiency than thermolysis. The partof the two-step cycle which does not overlap with the thermolysis is equivalent toa Carnot cycle with TTR as the upper process temperature and TWS as the lowerprocess temperature. This part reduces the overall efficiency due to the heat sinkat high temperatures. When taking into account the impact of ceria as an example,the efficiency decreases further, because the amount of rejected high temperatureheat increases.
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Figure 3.9: Efficiency of two-step cycle at given oxidation temperatures; the regen-eration temperatures were adjusted accordingly
3.3.2 Reduced Oxygen Pressure
As the reduction temperature levels of more than 2100 K presented in Figure 3.7 arestill very ambitious for practical applications, more means to increase the entropychange are sought to be included in the process. One possibility is to decrease thepartial pressure of the evolving oxygen during reduction. This can be accomplishedby either reducing the overall pressure (applying a vacuum pump) or using a sweepgas to dilute the oxygen. Thermodynamically, the two options result in the sameentropy change and require the same work input, so they are analysed jointly. Theentropy change ∆S which is accompanied with changing the pressure of N molesof gas from p1 to p2 can be formulated for ideal gases as
∆S = N R ln p1p2 , (3.6)
R being the ideal gas constant. Since the gas in the process has a high temperatureand low pressure, the ideal gas law can be applied here without significant error.
An oxygen pressure of 10−5 bar results in the blue curve in the T-S diagram shown
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in Figure 3.10. The red extension of the curve (points 6a and 7a) represents a cyclewith an integral equal to ∆Gf,H2O. However, it has to be considered that the requiredpumping work to pressurize the oxygen to 1 bar leads to an additional energy inputinto the process. This ideal work of the isothermal compression is equal to T ∆S:
Wpump = T N R ln p1p2 . (3.7)
This work is represented by the grey area underneath the line from point 8 to point9. Since this energy is provided by external electricity, the integral of the thermalenergy of the cycle can be reduced by the same amount. As a result, the reductiontemperature can be reduced further, leading to the blue curve. The two grey areas inFigure 3.10 are of equal size. In this example, the water-splitting temperature waschosen to stay constant. This was an arbitrary choice only to show the influence ofthe pumping work.
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Figure 3.10: Influence of reducing the pressure of the evolving oxygen in a T-Sdiagram of a two-step cycle to produce 1 mol of hydrogen. Only fluid phase isshown.
Comparing the cycle with low oxygen pressure to the cycle at 1 bar, the reductiontemperature can be reduced considerably by 655 K when oxidizing at 1100 K. The
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reduction temperatures as a function of different water-splitting temperatures andoxygen pressures are shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Temperature dependencywhen reducing the oxygen pressure. Figure 3.12: Efficiency resulting frompressure reduction (for correspond-ing reduction temperature, see Figure3.11).
For the efficiency calculation, only the thermal part of the process is considered,omitting the introduced pump energy Wpump. The drawback of this view is that notall electricity generated in the fuel cell is included in the “benefit” of the efficiencycalculation. However, this way the analysis can stay independent of assumptionsabout additional processes to generate the electricity for the pump. Therefore, it iscoherent to analyse the thermal process only. Under these conditions, the efficiencyis calculated as
ηcycle = ∆Gf,H2O −WpumpQin . (3.8)
The thermal process efficiencies ηcycle that result from oxygen pressure reduction areshown in Figure 3.12. Although the upper process temperature can be decreasedconsiderably when thermal reduction takes place at 10−5 bar, the efficiency does notsuffer in a similar way. It goes down only by about two percentage points comparedto reduction with air at 1 bar. This result shows again that the high temperatureheat sink during the water-splitting step has the largest impact on the efficiency.
While the result of this section reveals that reducing the oxygen pressure has alarge positive impact on process temperature reduction and only a small negativeimpact on the thermochemical efficiency, it may be misleading in a way that a
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very low oxygen pressure appears desirable. However, apart from other technicaldifficulties of low pressure applications, the efficiency of gas separation units as wellas vacuum pumps decreases drastically when going to lower (partial) pressures.Once the efficiency npump to provide the pump (or gas separation) energy is known,the efficiency from Equation 3.8 can be converted to the overall efficiency as follows:
ηcycle,tot = ∆Gf,H2O∆Gf,H2O−Wpumpηcycle + Wpumpηpump . (3.9)
Here, ηpump needs to describe the thermal-to-pump energy efficiency so that allenergy input is thermal.
3.3.3 Increased Water Pressure
Since a low pressure on the product side has been shown to be beneficial regardingthe process temperature, it should also be examined if a higher water pressure beforethe reactions leads to similar effects. However, such a pressure increase does notimprove the efficiency for the considered temperature range. On the one hand,before the reduction reaction, the entropy curve is shifted to lower values and thus,an increase of the enclosed area is suggested. But on the other hand, the pressureof the evolving hydrogen is at the same elevated level as the water and thus, theentropy after the reduction is also shifted to lower values. The shifting before andafter the reduction is described in Equation 3.6, p1 being normal pressure and p2being the increased pressure.The corresponding curve (fluid phase only) is shown in Figure 3.13 for a case withwater pressure at 50 bar, the oxygen pressure after reduction being 10−5 bar. As acomparison, the reference case of the fluid with all states at 1 bar is also displayed.The correlation of the water-splitting and reduction temperatures and the efficiencyare the same as the ones shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. This agreement is notintuitive, because the higher evaporation temperature seems to be beneficial for theefficiency, as the Carnot relation predicts higher efficiencies when heat is input athigher temperatures. But in the considered range of water-splitting temperatures,there is always enough rejected heat from the water-splitting step that no external
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Figure 3.13: T-S diagram of production of 1 mol of hydrogen; different pressurelevels on the water-splitting and reduction side are compared.
heat needs to be introduced for the evaporation of water. Thus, the evaporationtemperature does not play a role until either the water pressure is so high or thewater-splitting temperature is so low that heat recovery cannot cover the completeevaporation.
To reduce the hydrogen pressure to 1 bar for the combination with oxygen, a throt-tled adiabatic expansion is assumed (point 8 to point 9). So no work is extracted fromthe decompression and — assuming ideal gas behaviour — also the temperatureof the hydrogen stays constant. It would also be possible to reduce the hydrogenpressure in a turbine. The extension of the curve in the T-S diagram is denotedby the blue area in Figure 3.13. As the additional area must be equal to the workoutput of the turbine, it cannot be used to store chemical energy. Since the sub-ject of this analysis is only the core thermochemical cycle without any additionalprocesses and their benefit, this extended type of process is not considered further.
To conclude, elevated water pressure does not bring any benefit to the thermochem-ical performance. However, it may still be interesting concerning transportation,downstream units or process extensions like a turbine.
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3.3.4 Material Entropy Change as Free Parameter
The T-S diagram approach also allows determining the solid phase entropy changethat would be necessary to realize a process at specific conditions. At the sametime, the theoretical efficiency of these processes can be evaluated. Three possi-ble boundary conditions that can be set are the water-splitting temperature, thereduction temperature and the oxygen pressure. Figure 3.14 shows, along with thereference case, two different cycles with different water-splitting temperatures. Thetemperature difference between water splitting and reduction, as well as the oxygenpressure, are set equal for the two cases. One can observe that the necessary en-tropy change of the metal oxide needs to increase when lowering the temperature,in order for ´ T dS to reach (∆Gf,H2O −Wpump).
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Figure 3.14: T-S diagram of production of 1 mol of hydrogen; process conditionsare chosen arbitrarily to show the effect on the required solid entropy change
The entropy change in the metal oxide that is necessary for different process condi-tions is shown in Figure 3.15. The influence of the water-splitting temperature TWS,the redox temperature difference ∆T and the oxygen pressure pO2 is as follows:TWS Higher water-splitting temperatures result in a lower required solid en-tropy change when keeping the temperature difference between water
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splitting and reduction constant (see Figure 3.14 for an example). Thiscorrelation is linear.
∆T When changing the temperature difference between water splitting andreduction, a strong influence on the necessary solid entropy changecan be observed. The lower the temperature difference, the higher theentropy change needs to be. The lines at low ∆T have a strongernegative slope, because the area change in the T-S diagram resultingfrom an entropy change is smaller in those cases.
pO2 Lower oxygen pressure increases the area named as “high efficiency”(explanation see below) in Figure 3.14. Thus, a smaller “low efficiency”part, i.e. a smaller solid entropy change, satisfies the overall thermalenergy demand.
Figure 3.15: Required entropy change in the solid corresponding to different pro-cess conditions, per 0.5 mol of oxygen
The curves in Figure 3.15 reach dSsolid = 0 when the entropy change in the fluidsuffices for the process to deliver enough thermal energy. Beyond this point, it ispossible to even use materials with a positive oxidation entropy change. Not allvalues of the entropy change in Figure 3.15 can be achieved by known metal oxides.
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For example, the oxidation of ceria corresponds to an entropy change of −7 JK to−313 JK per 0.5 mole of oxygen [32, 55]. This large span can be reached by differentdegrees of oxidation. The non-stoichiometric oxidation Ce2O3 → 2 CeO2−δ resultsin large entropy changes per mole of oxygen for values of δ just above zero andquickly decreasing entropy changes with increasing δ .The efficiency values corresponding to Figure 3.15 are shown in Figure 3.16. Tounderstand the results of the efficiency calculation, it is instructive to divide theprocess in two different parts, a low- and a high-efficiency region. The two partsare marked exemplarily in Figure 3.14 for the case with TWS = 800K. Each part canbe considered as an individual Carnot cycle. Both of these cycles have the sameupper temperature, but the heat sinks are at different temperatures. Therefore, thepart with the higher temperature heat sink has a considerably lower efficiency thanthe part with the heat sink at ambient temperature. When analysing the efficiencyof a cycle, the ratio of the area of these two parts is determining. The remaining,non-hatched part does not need to be considered, because the heat demand for thatpart can be covered by waste heat in all cases discussed here. The influence ofTWS, ∆T and pO2 on the efficiency is as follows:
Figure 3.16: Efficiency according to different process conditions, assuming a solidto provide the required entropy change
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TWS When rising the water-splitting temperature TWS while keeping the tem-perature difference ∆T constant, two main effects influence the effi-ciency. First, a penalty arises from the higher water-splitting temper-ature, increasing the heat loss and thus lowering the efficiency of thelow-efficiency part further. Second, a benefit results from the higher re-duction temperature, which increases the efficiency of the high-efficiencypart. Hence, as long as the low-efficiency part is large, its strong in-fluence on the overall efficiency leads to an efficiency decrease. Theconditions required for this case are met at low temperatures. How-ever, as soon as the size of the low-efficiency part is less prominent, thebeneficial effect on the high-efficiency part compensates the aforemen-tioned penalty, resulting in an overall efficiency increase. The efficiencyincrease starts earlier at low oxygen pressure and high ∆T , becauseboth of these conditions lead to an increase of the high-efficiency area.
∆T In the considered region, a low temperature difference ∆T of 100 K leadsto efficiencies below 20 %. These low values again originate from thereduced performance of the low-efficiency part. Introducing ∆T in theCarnot equation, it can be rearranged to η = ∆TTH+∆T . This result showsthat from a thermodynamic point of view, large temperature differencesshould be aimed at.
pO2 In Section 3.3.2 it is explained that reducing the oxygen pressure pO2 willdecrease the reduction temperature level, resulting in a slight efficiencypenalty. But when defining the temperature levels as constant, the oppo-site is the case: the efficiency increases at lower oxygen pressure. Again,this trend is caused by the ratio of high-efficiency to low-efficiency area:when reducing the pressure, the high-efficiency area is increased, whilethe low-efficiency area is decreased by the same amount.
3.3.5 Isothermal Operation
Although the results from the previous section show that according to thermody-namics, rather large temperature differences between water splitting and reductionshould be aimed at, this trend does not hold for real applications. Large temperature
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differences require efficient and complex heat recovery and result in high demandon the materials. Therefore, in many technical applications the temperature differ-ence is kept small and even isothermal operation is discussed [13, 56, 52], meaningthat water splitting and reduction take place at the same temperature. Omittingthe temperature swing would facilitate the reactor design and process strategiesconsiderably and therefore, isothermal operation is discussed in this section from athermodynamic point of view.The main characteristic of isothermal operation is that the entropy difference of themetal oxide has no influence on the enclosed area in the T-S diagram, see Figure3.17 showing an isothermal cycle at three different temperatures and the referencecase. Oxidation takes place from point 4 to point 5 and reduction goes back alongthe same line from point 5 to point 6. The figure only includes the fluid phaseentropy. Including the solid entropy would only shift point 5 to lower or higherentropy values, depending on the sign of dSsolid.
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Figure 3.17: T-S diagram of production of 1 mol of hydrogen, reference case andisothermal operation at three different temperatures, only fluid phase entropydisplayed
As neither the temperature difference ∆T , which is fixed to zero, nor the entropychange in the solid — having no influence on ´ T dS — can be used to adjust the
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enclosed area, the oxygen pressure needs to be decreased until the area is largeenough. As a result, very low oxygen pressures are required as shown in Figure3.18 on the right y-axis.
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Figure 3.18: Efficiency and necessary oxygen pressure for isothermal operation;hydrogen pressure is 1 bar.
The function of the redox cycle is not anymore to increase the energy input comparedto direct water splitting and thus reduce the upper process temperature, but onlyto separate the hydrogen generation from the oxygen production and to permit thelow oxygen pressure during reduction. As a consequence, the entropy change inthe metal oxide should be high and positive during oxidation to compensate thenegative entropy change in the fluid. This way, the distance between point 4 and 5in Figure 3.17 shrinks, reducing the heat loss during the water-splitting step.
The efficiency of the process reaches above 50 % at temperatures below 1900 K, asshown in Figure 3.18. This relatively high efficiency seems to be in contrast to thetrend of Figure 3.16 where the efficiency decreases with decreasing temperaturedifference. However, those values are shown for technically feasible oxygen pres-sures of 10−5 bar and above [14]. In the isothermal case, the oxygen pressure is solow that the high-efficiency part from Figure 3.14 has a determining influence on
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the overall efficiency, although the low-efficiency part actually has an efficiency of0 %.The low oxygen pressure suggests that an isothermal process is technically notfeasible when aiming at a process with complete conversion of water to hydrogen.However, if the conversion is not 100 %, the products of the water-splitting stepare hydrogen and water, both at lower partial pressure. Thus, the entropy of theproducts is lower allowing the oxygen pressure to be higher. Such cases withincomplete conversion of water are discussed in the following section.
3.3.6 Incomplete Conversion
All T-S diagrams discussed above show cycles where 1 mol of water is split into1 mol of hydrogen and 0.5 mol of oxygen. To keep as much consistency as possible,the following diagrams also show the production of 1 mol of hydrogen and 0.5 molof oxygen. However, the amount of water before the splitting step (nH2O,0) needs tobe increased to evaluate cases of incomplete conversion, according to
nH2O,0 = nH2,1 · pH2O,0pH2,1 , (3.10)index 0 = state before oxidation,index 1 = state after oxidation.
Two exemplary curves with a conversion of 70 % are displayed in Figure 3.19. In thecase of the grey curve, isothermal operation is set as a condition and the oxygenpressure is adjusted to the necessary value. In the case of the pink curve, theoxygen pressure is set to 10−5 bar, the water-splitting temperature is 1100 K andthe reduction temperature is the free parameter. As before, the green curve againrepresents the base case with complete conversion and all states at 1 bar.The lower the conversion, the further the curves shift to higher entropy values, be-cause more water is cycled. In comparison to 100 % conversion, the lower conversioncycles have a larger evaporation entropy change and an additional condensationphase (point 8 to point 9 in Figure 3.19). The entropy change in the water-splittingstep is not as high in the gas phase, because the mixing entropy of water and
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Figure 3.19: T-S diagram of production of 1 mol of hydrogen; isothermal and notisothermal case with conversion of 70 % compared to the reference case
hydrogen as well as their lower partial pressures partly compensate the entropychange of the reaction. As stated earlier, due to the higher entropy of the productgases from the water-splitting step, the oxygen pressure may be higher. The re-maining requirement for the oxygen pressure for the isothermal case is shown inFigure 3.20. At high temperature and low conversion, the oxygen pressure reachesa technically feasible value. The corresponding plot for the non-isothermal caseshows the minimum reduction temperature when reducing at 10−5 bar (see Figure3.21).
The resulting efficiencies for the isothermal as well as the non-isothermal case areshown in Figures 3.22 and 3.23. When lowering the conversion from 100 % to 70 %,the efficiency rises in both cases. This increase results from the lower entropychange in the water-splitting step implying less heat loss. However, the lower theconversion, the more water needs to be evaporated and the less heat is availablefor recovery. As soon as the rejected heat during water splitting does not sufficeto evaporate the water, the efficiency starts to decrease when further reducing theconversion.
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Figure 3.20: log10 of oxygen partialpressure for isothermal operation atdifferent conversions and tempera-tures
Figure 3.21: Reduction temperature forreversible water splitting with pO2 =10−5 bar at different conversions andwater-splitting temperatures
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Figure 3.22: Efficiency of isothermalprocess at different conversions andtemperatures
Figure 3.23: Efficiency of non-isothermal case with pO2 = 10−5 barat different conversions and water-splitting temperatures
The results show that partial conversion of water can be advantageous when con-verting about 70 % of the water. However, conversion should not decrease belowabout 40 %, as the efficiency goes down quickly beyond this value. When com-paring the region with reasonable efficiency in Figure 3.22 to the correspondingmaximum possible oxygen pressure in Figure 3.20, isothermal operation seems tobe feasible only at very high temperatures above 1900 K, because otherwise eitherthe efficiency is very low or the oxygen pressure needs to be well below 10−5 bar.This result is true when analysing the fluid phase only. When dealing with specificmaterials, the analysis should be repeated based on the data of these materials.
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3.4 Closing Remarks
The main purpose of the T-S diagram and pinch-point analysis is to determine thetheoretical efficiency of the process and identify trends when changing temperatureand pressure conditions.
An essential outcome of the analysis is that a large negative oxidation entropychange in the solid can reduce the reduction temperature of the process, but willalso reduce its efficiency. When reducing the temperature difference between watersplitting and reduction, the entropy change in the solid loses its beneficial impactconcerning the reduction temperature, but will still have a strong negative influenceon the process efficiency. Therefore, at low temperature differences or even isother-mal operation, a positive oxidation entropy change in the solid is advantageous.
Regarding isothermal operation, the analysis reveals that very low oxygen pres-sures are necessary when aiming at complete conversion. This exigency cannotbe weakened by any redox material. Technically feasible conditions can only bereached when using incomplete conversion, but the thermochemical efficiency de-creases strongly at degrees of water conversion below about 60 %. Therefore, theconversion of water should be monitored with great care.
As the analysis only takes into account the thermochemical efficiency, process ex-tensions like a turbine can certainly improve the overall efficiency by improving theheat integration. This should be considered for processes with low thermochemicalefficiency, but was deliberately not taken into account here, as theoretically anyprocess can reach the Carnot efficiency when employing an ideal heat engine toexploit all heat that is rejected above ambient temperature.
The same type of analysis can be applied for CO2-splitting processes such as de-scribed by Walker et al. and Galvez et al. [57, 58]. The main difference to watersplitting is that no evaporation is necessary. Thus, the heat recovery potential isreduced, because the heat rejected in the CO2-splitting step cannot be recuperatedinternally in an evaporation step. Further, the entropy change when reducing CO2to CO and 12O2 is lower than the entropy change in the case of water splitting.Therefore, in CO2-splitting processes the introduction of the second step has lessimpact.
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Possible further analyses include a case with incomplete conversion, but gas sepa-ration at high temperatures. Water would not have to be condensed and could becycled. That would clearly improve the efficiency. Also, the efficiency analysis ofFigure 3.16 could be extended by cases with incomplete conversion, but such anextension would not bring further insight concerning the general principles.
After this generic approach to describe the theoretically possible efficiency, it shouldbe analysed if a realistic process can come close to the ideal figures. That questionwill be discussed in the following chapters, which deal with the modelling andsimulation of a specific reactor and process layout.
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To estimate the process efficiency of a future Hydrosol plant, a complete processmodel needs to be established. Since a solar reactor of the Hydrosol type is nota standard unit operation in any process simulation software, a reactor model wasprogrammed. The model is described in this chapter. In a later step, it will be inte-grated in a process flowsheet using the simulation software Aspen Plus Dynamics.The main purpose of the reactor model is to predict the thermal and chemical re-sponse of the honeycomb structure according to the input conditions. The inputconditions are the ambient temperature, the state of the feed stream and the solarradiation entering the reactor.
In literature, several models of the honeycomb structure are available from the fieldof catalytic converters [59, 60]. However, they differ from the model needed for thepresent task. In catalytic converters, a different reaction takes place and no incomingradiation needs to be accounted for. Further, they only work at temperatures upto 600 °C. In addition to the catalytic converter models, some approaches to modelthe Hydrosol reactor are reported. Kostoglou et al. [61] present the most elaboratemodelling work of the honeycomb, using differently-scaled models. They concludethat a 1D approach for the description of the honeycombs is sufficient. Since theirwork is focussed only on the honeycomb, the model cannot predict the behaviour ofa complete reactor.Dersch et al. [62] created a model of the single-chamber Hydrosol reactor in theModelica language. The model is written in two dimensions, i. e. it is rotationallysymmetric. Noglik et al. adapted the model for the simulation of an SO3-splittingreactor. Göhring et al. [63] changed the model by Dersch et al. to the geometry ofthe Hydrosol pilot reactor. As that reactor is not rotationally symmetric, all threedimensions are resolved. The model presented in this thesis is designed similar tothe Modelica models. However, computational speed and smooth integration into a
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complete flow sheet were emphasized in the present case.
The reactor model used in this study is written in the equation-based modellinglanguage Aspen Custom Modeler (ACM). It comprises routines for partial differentialequations, time derivatives and other features which facilitate the modelling processremarkably compared to more generic programming languages like C or Fortran.Models written in the ACM language can access the extensive Aspen Propertiesdatabase, and integration into Aspen Plus Dynamics flowsheets is straightforward.
If the objective was to create a rigorous model, CFD software would provide a moresuitable modelling environment than ACM. However, the simulated time will be inthe range of days or even years so that the computational expense of a detailed CFDmodel would be too high anyway. In Section 4.3, it will be shown that the rathercoarse and thus fast reactor model still provides an adequate degree of detail.
Although the reactor model should eventually represent the Hydrosol 3D design,first the geometry of an existing reactor is used to allow for validation with measureddata. The prototype reactor was chosen for this purpose. It is the reactor which hasbeen investigated most thoroughly of all existing Hydrosol reactors, therefore it suitsbest for validation. Further, the design permits to be converted to the Hydrosol 3Ddesign with only few additional approximations, since the designs base on similarconcepts: they both have a glass window followed by a zone of radiation exchangeand a honeycomb absorber which is connected to exhaust piping.
The geometric simplifications that were established to represent the reactors in amodel are dealt with in the following section. Subsequently, the model formulationwill be presented and the chapter closes with the model validation.
4.1 Representation of the Reactor Geometry
To represent the reactor geometries in an ACM model, several simplifications need tobe carried out. They are described first for the prototype reactor and subsequentlyfor the Hydrosol 3D geometry.
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4.1.1 Prototype Reactor
A drawing of the existing prototype reactor is shown in Figure 4.1. The main partsthat need to be represented in the model are (listed from the front to the back):
• Window where the radiation enters
• Inlet frustum
• Reactor inlet volume (the region between the window, the frustum and thehoneycomb front)
• Cylindrical honeycomb
• Cylindrical mounting structure of the honeycomb, hereafter called shell
• Insulation around the shell and the exhaust pipe
• Exhaust pipe
• Casing of the reactor
Figure 4.1: Drawing of the prototype reactor
The strongest geometric simplification of the model is the reduction to two dimen-sions, lowering the computational effort drastically. The two remaining dimensionsare the axial direction x and the radial direction r , i. e. the geometry is rotationallysymmetric. The two-dimensional formulation only applies to the representation of
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the honeycomb and insulation domains. All other parts are either one-dimensional(in axial direction) or lumped volumes without any discretization. The different partsof the reactor and their discretization are shown in Figure 4.2.
If the flux distribution on the honeycomb front had been close to homogeneous duringthe test campaigns, the model of the honeycomb could have been reduced to onedimension, because radial heat transfer would be of minor influence. However, theradial distribution of the incoming solar flux had a Gaussian like distribution, so aone-dimensional approach would be too simplified to achieve reasonable validationresults.
Another simplification is that the form of the inlet frustum was changed from thequadrilateral shape (reality) to a cone (model). That way, the two-dimensionalmodelling approach can also be applied for the inlet volume. Further, the modeldoes not take into account that two chambers are positioned next to each other: itonly describes one chamber and the insulation around it. Since the heat loss fromthe outside of the insulation is very low, the thermal interaction of the two reactionchambers can be neglected.
Figure 4.2: Geometry of the prototype reactor model
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4.1.2 Hydrosol 3D Reactor
Figure 4.3 shows the drawing of the Hydrosol 3D reactor which has already beenpresented in Section 2.2.2. A corresponding scheme of the modelled parts and theirposition in the model is shown in Figure 4.4. The main parts of this design are thesame as in the case of the prototype reactor. However, the shape of the parts andthe corresponding modelling approach differs in some cases.
Figure 4.3: Design of the Hydrosol3D reactor [29] Figure 4.4: Sketch of the Hydrosol3D reactor
The “lid” part in the Hydrosol 3D design corresponds to the frustum of the prototypereactor. Both represent thermal inertia and both take part in the radiation exchangein the reactor inlet volume.The mounting structure of the honeycombs is more complex in the Hydrosol 3Dcase. It is not viable to model its geometry in a detailed manner in Aspen CustomModeler, so it is reduced to a lumped volume representation at the back of thehoneycombs. Behind it, the insulation is modelled.Despite the aforementioned configurational variations, the main difference betweenthe two models is that the Hydrosol 3D model is reduced to one dimension. This sim-plification is based on the assumption that the solar flux distribution on the absorberfront is homogeneous. That assumption was made, although the flux distribution onthe absorber throughout the day has not been analysed in depth. However, thesolar field and the secondary concentrator will have to be designed in a way thata nearly homogeneous flux distribution will be reached. It is an important require-ment for an efficient operation of the reactor, because it is the only means to directly
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affect the temperature distribution in the honeycomb. A basic study of the flux onthe absorber front showed that a rather homogeneous distribution shall be possibleto reach [28].
Another change of the original design is that in all channels of the honeycomb, thegas flows in the same direction. Originally, some honeycombs were planned asnon-reacting “inlet absorbers” through which the gas would enter the inlet volume.However, later studies showed that these honeycombs can also be heated to thereaction temperature, so they should also be coated with metal oxide. As a result,all honeycomb channels should be operated in parallel, meaning that the gas flowin all honeycombs should be from the inlet volume to the exhaust pipe. Otherwise,if the gas flowed through the inlet and outlet honeycombs in series, the reaction inthe outlet honeycombs would be inhibited until the inlet honeycombs had completedthe reaction. Therefore, parallel flow is represented in the model. The gas inlet thenneeds to be realized in the lid part of the reactor.
A more abstract view of the 1D model and its different domains is shown in Fig-ure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Discretization of the Hydrosol 3D reactor model
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4.2 Model Formulation
In this section, the main equations describing all relevant reactor components arepresented. First, the conservation equations and the discretization of the differentcomponents are described, starting at the reactor front. Where applicable, thedifference between the two geometries will be elaborated. After that, the boundaryconditions and the implementation of the kinetic formulation are presented.
4.2.1 Window and Inlet Frustum/Lid
The window and the inlet frustum/lid are modelled in a similar way. They areconsidered as one lumped volume each, with constant thermodynamic properties(density ρ and specific heat capacity cp) inside the volume V . The dynamic heatbalance of this volume is
ρ cp V ∂T∂t = Q˙NET , (4.1)
with Q˙NET describing the net heat flow to the volume.In the case of the window, Q˙NET consists of the net radiation terms in the visible(VIS) as well as the infrared (IR) region plus a convective heat loss term:
Q˙NET,wi = Q˙VIS,wi + Q˙IR,wi + Q˙CV,wi . (4.2)
The net radiation quantities will be discussed in more detail in the following section,which deals with the radiation exchange. Q˙CV represents the convective heat lossto the ambience.
The inlet frustum of the prototype reactor and the lid in the Hydrosol 3D design arealso both described by Equation 4.1. In the experimental campaign of the prototypereactor that is used for validation, the frustum was not irradiated by concentratedradiation considerably. Therefore it is sufficient to regard the frustum as a partanalogous to the lid: it is a part with thermal inertia that takes part in the radiativeheat transfer together with the window and the honeycomb front.
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In the case of the frustum/lid, Q˙NET in Equation 4.1 consists of the net radiativepower in the infrared as well as in the visible region:
Q˙NET,fr/lid = Q˙VIS,fr/lid + Q˙IR,fr/lid . (4.3)
As the back of the frustum/lid is well insulated, the conductive heat loss to theinsulation can be neglected. Thus, the frustum/lid is modelled to be adiabatic at itsback.The difference between the Hydrosol 3D reactor (lid) and the prototype reactor(frustum) lies only in the geometry and the material. Thus, when transferring theprototype reactor model to the Hydrosol 3D case, only the values of the parametersvolume, surface area, view factors and material properties need to be adjusted.
4.2.2 Reactor Inlet Volume
The enclosure between the honeycomb, the window and the frustum/lid has to beconsidered in the model for two reasons: on the one hand, to account for mixingeffects in the gas phase and on the other hand to describe the radiation exchangebetween the enclosing parts and the ambience. When operating at high temper-atures, the radiative heat loss makes up for the majority of the overall heat loss.Therefore, radiative heat transfer needs to be modelled with great care. In the fol-lowing two subsections, first the gas phase model of the inlet volume and then theradiation exchange model will be described.
4.2.2.1 Gas Phase
The gas phase model is based on a built-in model of Aspen Dynamics called HeatX-DynVol. Its original purpose is to describe mixing volumes at the inlets and outletsof dynamic heat exchangers. The model acts as an ideal adiabatic mixing tank,hence simple energy and component mass balances need to be fulfilled. The en-ergy balance is formulated as the conservation of enthalpy H
∂Hout∂T = H˙in − H˙out , (4.4)
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and the component mass balance is formulated with the total amount of substanceN and the molar fraction zk of component k :
N ∂zk ,out∂t = N˙inzk,in − N˙outzk,out . (4.5)
Neither pressure loss nor chemical reaction is considered in this component. Further,the convective heat transfer between the gas in the inlet volume and the surroundingwalls is neglected, as here the influence of convection is significantly smaller thaninside the honeycomb. This simplification is valid as long as an exact predictionof the window temperature is not the objective of the model. The assumption is inaccordance with Villasmil et al. [64] who also neglected the convective heat transferwithin the cavity.
4.2.2.2 Radiation Exchange
Opaque Surfaces For the opaque surfaces, i. e. the honeycomb and the frustum/lid,the “net radiation between finite diffuse-grey areas” as described by Siegel andHowell [65, p. 263 ff.] is applied:
For each surface m the net radiative flux qNET,m is described by two equations:
qNET,m = εm1− εm (σT 4m − qo,m) (4.6)
qNET,m = Ns∑n=1 Fm−n (qo,m − qo,n) , (4.7)
where ε is the emissivity, Fm−n are the view factors from surfaces n to surface m,qo,m is the outgoing flux from surface m and qo,n is the outgoing flux of surfaces n.The outgoing flux qo,m consists of the emitted radiation εmσT 4m of surface m and thereflection of the incoming radiation from all other surfaces (1− εm)qi,m.This way, a system of 2Ns equations is formulated for Ns surfaces. When the viewfactors are known, Ns of the unknowns are the qo,m and the other Ns unknowns canrelate to the temperatures T or to the net radiative flux values qNET.Another set of Ns equations can be established by the energy balances of the surface
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elements
ρcp∂Tm∂t = · · · − qNET,mAmVm , (4.8)with the radiating surface area Am and the volume Vm of element m. By introducingEquation 4.8, no temperatures or net radiation terms need to be input as fixed vari-ables. The dots in the equation represent other possible sources, sinks, conductiveor convective heat transfer.
Transparent Surfaces Since transparent surfaces entail another variable property,the transmittance τ , the radiation equations need to be adjusted. For transparentsurfaces, the equations corresponding to 4.6 and 4.7 are formulated as:
qNET,m − εw,mσT 4m + (1− Rw,m)qe,m = εw,mRw,m [(1− τw,m)σT 4m − qo,m] + (1− τw,m) τw,mRw,mqe,m(4.9)
qNET,m − εw,mσT 4m + (1− Rw,m)qe,m = qo,m − (1− τw,m) Ns∑n=1 qo,nFm−n . (4.10)
On the left side of the equations, a radiation term to the ambiance (εw,m σ T 4m) andanother term representing radiation from the ambience ((1 − Rw,m)qe,m) are added.Rw,m denotes the reflectivity of the window (index w) and qe,m is the radiative fluxentering from the ambience through surface m. The right sides of the equationsare extended incorporating the transmittance. To show the analogy to the equationfor opaque surfaces, one can set the transmittance to zero. Then the reflectance isequal to (1 − ε) and the right sides of Equations 4.9 and 4.10 can be simplified tothe right sides of Equations 4.6 and 4.7. For the window, an energy balance of thetype of Equation 4.8 is formulated, so that again neither the temperature nor thenet radiation needs to be imposed as an input variable.
Two Band Approach The optical properties of the quartz window change consid-erably within the relevant range of wavelengths λ. Therefore, a two band approach
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(or semi-grey method) first reported by Bobco et al. [66] is applied in the model.This approach divides the radiation problem into two parts (bands): one long wave-length band and one short wavelength band, the threshold between the two bandsbeing the “cut-off” wavelength. All radiation equations are then formulated once foreach band. The approach implies that for every surface, the emitted power in eachband needs to be known. Therefore, a variable φsw(T ) is introduced representingthe fraction of the emitted power in the short wavelength band. It can be calculatedby integrating the black body radiation from λ = 0 to λ = λcutoff using Planck’s Lawand dividing it by the total emitted power, provided by the Stefan-Boltzmann Law:
φsw(T ) =
´ λcutoffo 2pihc2lλ5 1exp( hclλkBT )−1 dλσT 4 . (4.11)
The dependency of φsw(T ) on the temperature is shown in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Fraction of short wavelength emittance at different temperatures
Every emission term, that is the occurrence of σT 4, in the set of Equations 4.6, 4.7,4.9 and 4.10 of the short wavelength region is multiplied by φsw(T ). The same termsin the long wavelength set of equations are multiplied by (1−φsw(T )). This way, thedrastic property change of glass at around 3700 nm is accounted for in the model.
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4.2.3 Honeycomb
The honeycomb is the core component of the reactor model. The goal of the thermalpart of the model is to predict the temperature in the honeycomb in a correct way,because this is where the reaction takes place. The honeycomb model consists oftwo parts, one describing the gas phase and another describing the solid phase.The two parts are coupled by a heat transfer term. The discretized grid for the twophases is identical, so in every discrete cell the governing equations are formulatedfor both phases.
In order to avoid excessive computational effort, one cell of the discretized domaindoes not necessarily contain only one channel of the honeycomb. Rather, severalchannels are combined in one cell and effective material properties are used wherenecessary. While the gas phase balance equations are adopted from a 1D plug-flow reactor model RPLUG available in Aspen Dynamics, the solid phase equationsneeded to be formulated from the ground up. The gas phase system of equationsfor cell i is as follows:
1. Momentum balance (with the pressure p):
pi = ptot (4.12)
2. Component balance for component k (with the concentration c, the molar flowrate N˙ , the cross sectional area ACS and the reaction rate r˙):
∂ci,k∂t = −∂N˙i,k∂x · 1Acs + r˙i,k (4.13)
The molar flow rate is calculated as the product of the molar density ρ, the gasvelocity v , the component mole fraction z and the cross sectional area ACS:
N˙i,k = ρi vi zi,k Acs (4.14)
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and the concentration is calculated as
ci,k = ρi zi,k (4.15)
3. Continuity constraint:∑
k zi,k = 1 (4.16)
4. The material properties are calculated by a proprietary algorithm using PengRobinson equation of state with the second order mixing rule of Huron Vidal:
ρi = f (pi, hi, zi) (4.17)
5. Energy balance (with the inner energy u and heat flow terms q˙):
∂ui∂t =∂H˙i∂x · 1Acs + q˙cv,i · Awall,iVi,gas + q˙reac,i , (4.18)ui =hi − pivi . (4.19)
In the energy balance, the heat transfer between the solid and the gas q˙cv is calcu-lated as suggested by Hoffschmidt [67] and q˙reac corresponds to the heat releasedor received by the reaction.
The system of equations above only contains derivatives in axial direction, becauseone-dimensional flow is assumed for the gas phase. In reality, also no relevantradial flow occurs, because it is suppressed by the channel walls. The discretizationscheme for the gas phase is based on backward finite differences. This scheme suitswell since the transport of properties is dominated by convective forward flow (highPéclet number).
At the inlet of the honeycomb, the gas properties need to be determined. The ther-modynamic state (h0, p0, zi,0) and the flow rate (N˙0) are set to the outlet propertiesof the reactor inlet volume. These conditions correspond to the position at the veryinlet of the honeycomb without spatial extension. Based on these conditions, the
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property change in the first element of the discretized domain can be calculated.For the calculation of the gas properties, the pressure in the complete honeycombwas assumed to be constant, see Equation 4.12. As the pressure drop along thehoneycomb is low, that simplification does not influence the results considerably. Atthe same time, the computation speed and the convergence do improve remarkably.However, the pressure loss is calculated in a separate set of equations in order toprovide information for the required pumping power. To calculate the pressure loss,correlations from the VDI Heat Atlas [68] and from Stephan [69] were used. Theyinclude the following pressure loss mechanisms:• at the honeycomb inlet (abrupt reduction of tube diameter)• during flow development• in the developed flow regime• at the honeycomb outlet (abrupt increase of tube diameter).For the solid phase, the energy balance of the prototype reactor accounts for con-ductive heat transfer in two dimensions and the convective heat transfer betweenthe solid and the gas q˙cv. For cell i it is written as
ρicp∂Ti∂t = λx∂2Ti∂x2 + λr
(1r ∂Ti∂r + ∂2Ti∂r2
)− q˙cv,i · Ai,wallVi,solid . (4.20)
For the thermal conductivity in axial direction λx, the values of silicon carbide areused. The effective thermal conductivity in radial direction λr, which also accountsfor radiative heat transport, is calculated as presented by Hoffschmidt [67]. Thediscretization scheme selected for the solid material is of second order central dif-ferences, because the heat transport in the solid is conduction dominated. In thecase of the Hydrosol 3D reactor, the term for radial heat transfer in Equation 4.20is omitted.
4.2.4 Shell and Insulation
The shell and insulation are important parts to correctly represent the thermalinertia of the system. They are modelled in a different way for the two reactor types,
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so this subsection is divided into two parts, first only dealing with the prototypereactor and afterwards with the Hydrosol 3D reactor.
4.2.4.1 Prototype Reactor
The shell of the prototype reactor is a ceramic tube. It is positioned around theabsorber. It is discretized in axial direction in the same way as the honeycomb.Since its thickness is small compared to the radial extent of one element of thehoneycomb, discretization in radial direction was not regarded necessary for theshell. The energy balance of an element of the tube is formulated as
ρcpVi∂Ti∂t = Q˙hc→sh,i − Q˙sh→ins,i , (4.21)
including the heat flow from the honeycomb to the ceramic tube Q˙hc→sh and fromthe tube to the insulation Q˙sh→ins. These heat flows are calculated as described inthe VDI Heat Atlas [68] for radial conductive heat transport in a cylinder:
Q˙ = 2pil(T1 − T3)1λ1 ln r2r1 + 1λ2 ln r3r2 (4.22)
In the case of Q˙hc→sh, r1 . . . r3 in Equation 4.22 represent the radial position of1. the centre of the outermost cell of the honeycomb domain
2. the boundary between honeycomb and shell
3. the central position of the shell
λ1 and λ2 are the thermal conductivities in radial direction of the honeycomb (λ1)and the shell (λ2). For the heat flow Q˙sh→ins, the radii and conductivities are shiftedto obtain an analogous form.
In the case of the insulation material, a great temperature difference between theinner boundary (adjacent to the shell) and the outer boundary (adjacent to thehousing) develops during operation. Therefore, this zone needs to be discretizedin radial direction to realistically represent the temperature profile and heat lossthrough the insulation. The insulation material is also discretized in axial direction,
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mainly for a numerical reason: the adjacent domain of the shell is also discretizedin axial direction. Therefore the energy balance only holds if the insulation has thesame axial discretization. If this was not the case, the axial discretization could beomitted in the insulation to save computational time, because no considerable tem-perature gradients in this direction are observed. The energy balance is formulatedanalogously to Equation 4.20, leaving out the term for convective heat flow.
4.2.4.2 Hydrosol 3D Reactor
The previously justified one-dimensional approach for the Hydrosol 3D reactor leadsto equal temperatures of all channels at the same axial position. Heat transfer fromthe channel walls to a different part of the reactor only occurs at the connectionbetween the lid and the honeycomb. This surface, however, is small compared tothe wall area of the channels and furthermore, the lid is at a similar temperatureas the honeycomb. Therefore, this heat transfer is neglected.
Thus, no heat transfer from the honeycomb walls to a domain outside of the honey-comb needs to be accounted for. However, the amount of steel and ceramics used inthe reactor cannot be neglected concerning the resulting thermal inertia. The massof the steel shell is connected to the back of the honeycombs by thermal conduction.The heat flows Q˙hc→sh and Q˙sh→ins are calculated as given for spherical shapes inthe VDI Heat Atlas [68]:
Q˙ = 4pi(T1 − T3)1λ1 ( 1r1 − 1r2)+ 1λ2 ( 1r2 − 1r3) . (4.23)
The conductivities λ1 and λ2 and the radii r1 . . . r3 are inserted analogously to thedescription of Equation 4.22 for the prototype reactor.
In contrast to the shell, the insulation domain is discretized to regard the largetemperature differences within the insulation.
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4.2.5 Exhaust Pipe
4.2.5.1 Prototype Reactor
The exhaust pipe of the prototype reactor is actually just a prolongation of the shelltube. In the model, the shell and the exhaust pipe are created in two differentdomains to better control the discretization of the two parts. They are connectedvia thermal conduction. The exhaust pipe domain consists of the gas phase insidethe pipe, the solid pipe itself and to some extent insulation material around it. Thedomain is discretized in axial direction. For the gas phase, the set of equationsused for the honeycomb gas phase applies. The solid pipe is described in thesame way as the shell. Further, thermal radiation is accounted for. Inside thepipe, diffuse radiative heat exchange from each discretized element to all otherdiscretized elements, also of the honeycomb back, is applied. The equations foropaque surfaces in Section 4.2.2.2 are used. For the radiation exchange, the outletof the pipe is assumed to have the same temperature as the last element of the pipe.
The heat loss at the outside of the pipe is divided into two sections. In the firstsection, the pipe is surrounded by insulation material, as this section is within thereactor casing. That section is 55 cm long. The insulation is modelled in the sameway as described for the insulation around the shell. In the second section, thepipe is surrounded by air. Losses to the ambience by radiation as well as naturalconvection are accounted for. As the exact geometry of the reactor casing could notbe modelled in the axial symmetric approach, the length of that second section wasadjusted to 35 cm to represent the thermal inertia of the reactor housing.
4.2.5.2 Hydrosol 3D Reactor
In the Hydrosol design, each absorber cup has its own exhaust pipe. All exhaustpipes merge in a collector downstream. Such a complex geometry cannot be ac-counted for in the one-dimensional Hydrosol 3D model. But the main purpose ofconsidering the exhaust pipes is to account for their thermal inertia, so their weightis simply added to the shell element.
In contrast to the prototype reactor, which was not designed for good thermal per-formance, the piping in a plant will be well insulated so that the heat loss of the
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pipes plays a minor role. Therefore, the heat loss of the piping is not accountedfor in the model. That assumption is in favour of the reactor performance, as willbe several other assumptions in the process model. This progressive approach isdiscussed at the end of Section 5.2.1.1.
4.2.6 Boundary Conditions
For the gas phase, the condition of the reactor inlet stream needs to be known.The set of properties defining the stream (N˙ , H , p, z) is assigned to the inlet ofthe reactor inlet volume. From there, the gas phase properties can be calculatedsequentially until the end of the exhaust pipe. No more boundary conditions needto be established for the gas phase.The solid phase also needs some unspecified properties to be defined by boundaryconditions. The most prominent one is the incoming solar radiation. As the radiationequations are set up for diffuse radiation exchange, the direct — non diffuse — solarradiation cannot be entered as an external radiative flux qe in Equations 4.9 and4.10. Therefore, it is incorporated as a heat source in the energy balance of thehoneycomb elements. A preliminary study showed that only a negligible part of theincoming radiation enters the channels so deep that they hit the second elementin axial direction. Therefore, all radiation which is absorbed by the honeycomb isentered in the elements that are adjacent to the inlet volume. According to theabsorptivity of the window, a small fraction of the solar radiation is also entered asa heat source in the window.In the case of the prototype reactor, the flux profile along the radius needs to bespecified. The profile was derived from flux measurements that were carried outduring the test campaigns. It can be approximated by a Gaussian shape. For theone-dimensional reactor, the flux profile on the honeycomb is constant and thus theGaussian approximation is not necessary anymore.Further boundary conditions of the solid parts are heat loss terms. In the case ofthe prototype reactor, the heat loss of the window is calculated as described in theVDI Heat Atlas for natural convection. In the case of the Hydrosol 3D geometry, theapproximation from Clausing [70] was used, assuming no wind. The heat loss at theoutside of the insulation is also described by natural convection.
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The last part which needs to be further specified by boundary conditions is the endof the exhaust pipe. The solid end of the pipe is modelled to be adiabatic, sinceonly little conductive heat transfer can be expected here. The opening of the pipeis set to the solid temperature of the last element of the pipe. This temperature isonly used for the radiation exchange equations in the exhaust pipe.
4.2.7 Kinetic Formulation
Reaction kinetics were implemented as differential equations according to Equations2.3 and 2.4 which have been introduced in Section 2.3.2. The resulting reactionrates r˙O2 and r˙H2 are source terms in the material balance, see Equation 4.13. Threelimitations of the reaction are not implemented in the kinetic formulation:1. The maximum temperature up to which water splitting is possible (TWS,max)2. The minimum temperature at which thermal reduction still occurs (TTR,min)3. The maximum partial pressure of oxygen up to which thermal reduction cantake place (pO2 ,TR,max)The kinetic equations are triggered on or off according to the temperature andpartial pressure values in each cell. E. g., if during regeneration the partial pressureof oxygen rises to a value higher than pO2 ,TR,max, then the reaction rate drops to zero.If more sweep gas is injected so the partial pressure falls below the trigger value,the reaction rate is calculated according to the kinetic formulation again. Smalltransition regions for smooth changes between “kinetics on” and “kinetics off” wereimplemented for higher numerical stability. If not denoted otherwise, the valueslisted in Table 4.1 are used as trigger values for the reaction kinetics.
Variable Meaning Value
TWS,max Water-splitting reaction occurs only below TWS,max 1150 °CTTR,min Reduction reaction occurs only above TTR,min 1400 °CpO2 ,TR,max Reduction reaction occurs only below pO2 ,TR,max 4.3 · 10−3 bar
Table 4.1: Explanation and base case values of the trigger variables that turn thereaction kinetics on and off
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4.3 Validation
In this section, the validation of the reactor models is presented. First, the resultsfrom the prototype reactor are compared to measured data from the solar furnace atDLR. Subsequently, the transition from the 2D to the 1D representation is examined.In the third part, other means of validation are discussed.
Unfortunately, all water-splitting experiments in the solar furnace were carried outwith coated silicon carbide honeycombs. Therefore, the actual reactions of thethermochemical cycle were always distorted by side reactions with the SiSiC. As aconsequence, the validation with measured data is limited to the thermal behaviour.The chemical part of the model was only validated by comparing the reaction rateto the values from Agrafiotis et al. [42] who established the kinetic equations. Thisway, it could be checked that the equations were implemented in a correct way.
4.3.1 Thermal Validation with Measured Data
On November 6th 2008, a purely thermal test campaign with the prototype reactorwas carried out in the solar furnace at DLR. Instead of flushing the reactor withnitrogen, air was used and hence, no chemical reaction was observed. That day waschosen for validation, because reaction enthalpies would influence the reactor tem-perature in an unknown way (due to the SiSiC reaction). The data that is input intothe model are the power entering the reactor and the inlet stream conditions of wa-ter vapour and air. The incoming power is calculated by a function which combinesthe direct normal irradiance and the opening of the shutter at the solar furnace todetermine the resulting power on the reactor. The parameters of that function wereconfigured for each test setup. The input values are shown in Figure 4.7.
Since the measured data is subject to measurement uncertainties, it is essentialto select meaningful values for validation. One striking difference of the modeland the measurement is that the solar flux on the real reactor was not exactlyrotationally symmetric. During the testing, flux measurements were carried outshowing that the peak flux deviated up to 15 mm off the central position, this valuebeing 21 % of the honeycomb radius. Further, the focus of the concentrated radiation
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Figure 4.7: Input conditions during the thermal test campaign of the prototype re-actor on November 6th 2008
does not automatically stay at a constant position during operation, but needs to beadjusted manually by the operator. The resulting unknown deviation from rotationalsymmetry has to be considered when selecting the thermocouples to be used forvalidation.
During the measurements, thermocouples were positioned at axial positions of x =5 mm and x = 25mm and at radial positions r = 0mm and r = 30mm. At the radialposition of r = 30mm, four (at x = 5 mm) and two (at x = 25mm) thermocoupleswere distributed in tangential direction. As the rotational asymmetry of the incomingflux cannot be quantified, the measurements at the central positions, i. e. r = 0mm,were not used for validation. Figure 4.8 shows the positions of the thermocouplesthat are used for validation. The tangential distribution of the thermocouples ata radius of r = 30mm enables to define a range which a rotationally symmetriccase would have to lie within. That range is the span between the maximum andthe minimum temperature at that radius. The modelled temperature should then liewithin that range.
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Figure 4.8: Positions of the temperature measurements that were used for validation
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the evolution of the temperature at the two locations thatwere selected for validation. The area called “measured area” describes the tem-perature range observed in tangential direction, as explained above. The deviationcurve shows how much the simulated temperature leaves that area. In Table 4.2, themaximum and minimum values of that deviation are listed, as well as the mean valueof the absolute deviation. To calculate the mean deviation, the difference betweenthe simulation and the mean value of the “measured area” was evaluated.
x = 5mm x = 25mm
Maximum upper deviation (K) 134 201Maximum lower deviation (K) −47 −60Mean of absolute deviation (K) 32 45
Table 4.2: Differences between measured and simulated temperatures
A solely optical interpretation of the curves leads to an important qualitative con-clusion: the measurement and the simulation match well and the model can providephysically reasonable results. Especially the dynamic response is described verywell. However, some differences still exist. At 0.3 h and 2.5 h, a large differenceof up to 200 K occurs. Those differences may arise from model inaccuracies. Forexample, in the experimental setup there was a small gap between the honeycomb
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of simulation and measurement at x = 5mm and r = 30mm.The measured data represents the temperature range at different tangential po-sitions.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of simulation and measurement at x = 25 mm and r =30 mm. The measured data represents the temperature range at different tangen-tial positions.
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and the surrounding shell pipe and only at a few points of those two parts haddirect contact. That gap is not regarded in the model. So actually, less heat maybe lost in radial direction and more heat could be lost at the reactor outlet.
Further sources of error may originate from the measurements. Despite the de-viation from rotational symmetry, the positioning of the thermocouples may havebeen some millimetres off the desired position. That can already cause significanttemperature deviations. Further, the power input for the simulation is based onmeasurements of the pyrheliometer, while the reflected radiation from the heliostatpowers the experimental setup. As the surface area of the pyrheliometer is signif-icantly smaller than the 57 m2 of the heliostat, the pyrheliometer is more sensitiveto clouds. So the power input to the model is subject to higher fluctuations thanthe power entering the reactor in the experimental setup. That can explain why thesimulated temperature also shows more small scale fluctuations.
Despite the mentioned inaccuracies of the model as well as of the measurements, thelarge temperature differences between model and measurements are only observedfor short periods and the averaged absolute deviation from the mean temperature ofless than 50 K is sufficient for the purpose of the model. The point of the validationwas to show that the model is physically valid rather than to exactly meet thereactor temperature. If an in-depth reactor design optimization was the goal ofthe simulation work, a more rigorous model would be necessary to also accountfor the more delicate heat transfer mechanisms. To validate such a model, alsomore reliable measurements would be advantageous. Such measurements shouldbe performed in a solar simulator powered by electrical lamps, allowing for a bettercontrol of the experimental conditions.
4.3.2 Transition from 2D to 1D
To support the assumptions that justify the reduction to a 1D model in the case ofthe Hydrosol 3D reactor (see Section 4.1.2), the prototype reactor was transferredto 1D and compared to the 2D version. Changing the model to 1D means thatthe honeycomb is no longer discretized in radial direction. All channels of thehoneycomb are assumed to be identical. Thus, the solar flux on the absorber frontis implicitly changed to a homogeneous one, because only one value for the solar
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flux can be entered. For reasonable comparison, the solar flux in the 2D versionwas also changed to be homogeneous.
The remaining geometry and also the two-dimensional insulation are not changedat all in the “1D” version. A typical load profile during operation was imposed onboth model versions. The resulting temperature profiles are shown in Figure 4.11.The difference between the 1D and the 2D model originates only from the fact that
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of 1D and 2D model temperatures
in the 2D model, radial heat transfer is accounted for within the honeycomb, while inthe 1D case the radial heat transfer in the honeycomb can be considered infinitelyfast, as radial temperature gradients cannot be resolved.
The greatest discrepancy can be observed at the absorber front (x = 0 mm). Fromthe 1D model, only one temperature can be plotted for this position. For the 2Dmodel, the temperatures at the centre and at the outermost position (x = rhc) areplotted. The mean absolute temperature difference between the 1D and the 2D-walltemperature is 19.8 K, while between the 1D and the 2D-central temperature, thisdifference is only 10.7K. This uncertainty should be kept in mind when interpretingthe simulation results later on.
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4.3.3 Other Means of Validation
In addition to the above mentioned validation procedure, the integrated energy andmaterial balances were checked to eliminate the risk of modelling errors leading tounwanted sinks or sources (heat and mass). Furthermore, a comparison of thermalconduction in the honeycomb with analytical solutions for cylinders [68] was carriedout. Finally, a grid analysis showed that a only low resolution of the discretizedparts is necessary, allowing for fast simulations. Additional material about the gridanalysis is presented in Annex B.
Despite the above validation, several uncertainties of the model still remain andhave to be taken into account when discussing the results of the following analysis.To further validate the Hydrosol 3D model, the experimental results of the HydrosolPLANT project should be used as soon as they are available.
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To assess the efficiency of the complete Hydrosol process, the reactor model needsto be integrated in a process model. A process analysis based on a detailed modelof the overall process can provide specific information on the performance of theprocess configuration at hand. Typical characteristics of the process configurationare the number of focal areas, the heat recovery scheme, the total power of theplant, the process strategy and many more. This type of detailed process analysisis useful to get a realistic view of the process performance or to compare differentprocess configurations. However, when starting to analyse a process, a more generalanalysis should be aimed at. It can provide information on the best possible perfor-mance, independent of the aforementioned specific process configuration. Further, areasonable starting point for the detailed analysis can be assessed. Therefore, thesimulation work is divided into two main parts:The first part covers an upper-limit efficiency analysis where the process is kept asgeneral as possible. All process-specific information is simplified by assumptions infavour of the efficiency so that an upper limit of the efficiency can be provided. Onlythe reactor model will not be simplified, because the reactor is an inevitable andspecific core component of the Hydrosol process and therefore, no generalisationis possible. The redox material properties will be analysed in order to determinewhat kind of material is required to be competitive with the benchmark process.The second part of the efficiency analysis will deal with the simulation of a spe-cific plant of about 1 MWth input power. The plant has three different focal areasand several reactors running in each focal area. The process will be laid out in amore realistic way to show how much a realistic process efficiency deviates fromthe theoretical upper limit. Hereafter, that process is referred to as the “three fociprocess”.
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5.1 Upper-Limit Process Analysis
5.1.1 Process Model Description
The flowsheet of the upper-limit process model is shown in Figure 5.1. Only thereactor, the feed streams and the product stream need to be modelled, because therest of the plant is covered by ideal assumptions. The water and nitrogen inletstreams merge in a mixer resulting in one inlet stream entering the reactor.
Figure 5.1: Flowsheet of upper-limit-efficiency process
As the aim of this analysis is to provide as general information as possible, neithersite nor time specific data is employed. Only one cycle of one reactor is analysed,including 1. the reduction step, 2. cooling to TWS, 3. the water-splitting stepand 4. heating to TTR. While the simulation of this cycle still needs to be indynamic mode, other transient phenomena like start-up and shut-down of the plantor weather influences, are not accounted for. In other words, the operation mode isquasi continuous. The different assumptions, which the quasi continuous operationis based on, are elaborated in the following.
5.1.1.1 Boundary Conditions
Solar Resource Input The degree to which the available solar radiation can beexploited by the plant depends on the number of different focal areas that can beoperated independently. In this analysis, no fixed number of focal areas should beset, as this number depends on several plant specific factors such as the plant size,the solar field layout, the tower design and the mirror accuracy. Hence, the number
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of focal areas is assumed to be infinite. This way, solar resource integration is ideal,because the total power demand converges to a steady-state value when increasingthe number of independent reactors. As a consequence of this theoretical construct,the solar power provided to the reactor by the temperature controller is alwaysexactly of the value that the reactor needs at its current state. In other words, nosolar energy ends up as unused surplus. The varying solar input during the daycan also be neglected this way, because any desired number of reactors can beswitched on and off as required.
Heat Recovery Heat recovery has to be considered for both the gas phase as wellas for the solid phase. While for the gas phase, heat needs to be recovered atall times of operation, solid heat recovery only applies when changing the reactortemperature. Both cases are discussed below.For gas heat recovery, again an infinite number of independently operating focalareas is assumed. Like in the case of solar resource exploitation, the available heatfor heat recovery converges to a steady-state value when increasing the number offocal areas. However, some further considerations have to be made:During the reduction step, the gas leaving the reactor can heat the incoming sweepgas. A heat exchanger with a minimum temperature difference of 10K is assumed.During the water-splitting step, the incoming water is heated to the maximum tem-perature that can be reached using the thermal energy of the product gas mixtureof hydrogen and unreacted steam. As this step contains evaporation and condensa-tion, special care is put on the condition that no temperature crossing of the coolingand heating streams is allowed. Whenever the heat in the product stream was notsufficient to evaporate the feed water, additional solar input with a solar-to-thermalefficiency of 70 % was assumed.Heat recovery of the solid is always necessary when switching from regeneration towater-splitting mode. The reactor is cooled by a gas stream which should be usedto heat up a reactor switching from water splitting to regeneration. Theoretically,complete heat recovery is possible. A scheme showing complete heat recoverybetween two reactors is shown in Figure 5.2. First, the cooling stream transportsheat from the reactor to a storage at TTR (time t1). As the reactor cools down, thecooling stream heats other parts of the storage, corresponding to the current reactor
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temperature until the reactor reaches TWS (time t3). After that, a reactor that needsto be heated can take up the heat in reverse order from the storage, starting at TWSand finally reaching TTR.
Figure 5.2: Possibility of complete heatrecovery Figure 5.3: Practical heat recovery
Since complete heat recovery is very unlikely to achieve, it was not assumed inthe present analysis. Rather, half of the heat that can be recovered is assumedto be actually exchanged between reactors. This corresponds to the concept of acocurrent heat exchanger, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. Here, no storage is necessary.The material to be cooled can provide heat to the honeycomb to be heated via a gasstream acting as heat transfer medium. The final temperature of both honeycombsis the mean temperature, i. e. half of the heat can be recovered. As a minimumtemperature difference in the heat exchanger, 10K is assumed again.
Sweep Gas Regeneration To regenerate the sweep gas, the oxygen needs to beremoved from the nitrogen. The three most common technologies to perform thistask are cryogenic separation, pressure swing adsorption (PSA) and membraneseparation. A large amount of literature deals with these technologies when aimingat the separation of air [71, 72]. However, in the present case the task is to reducethe oxygen content from less than 0.5 % to an even lower content. Literature onsuch specific separation tasks is scarce. Therefore, the efficiency of the sweep gasregeneration can only be estimated. Because this analysis describes the upper
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limit of the process efficiency, the best exergetic efficiency of state of the art airseparation is used here. It reaches ηsep = 20 % using cryogenic separation [73].This optimistic assumption was also chosen, because novel approaches like theapplication of another solar-driven redox cycle using copper oxide may lead togood separation efficiencies in the future [74].
Pressure Loss As no plant configuration is assumed here, only the pressure loss inthe honeycomb can be calculated explicitly. The pressure loss in the heat recoverysection and in the remaining piping is omitted.
5.1.1.2 Process Control
In the present model, the reactor temperature as well as the inlet gas compositionhas to be controlled according to the current phase of the redox cycle. The reactortemperature is controlled by a PID controller. The process variable of the controlleris the reactor temperature of the first reactor element. As this element reaches themaximum temperature of the reactor, it should be controlled to prevent overheatingif upper operating temperature limits are defined. The controller output correspondsto the solar power entering the reactor. The cycling between reduction and water-splitting mode is realized by a logic control realized as “tasks” written in AspenCustom Modeler. These tasks set the flow rates and the reactor temperature setpoint to the desired values corresponding to the current phase of the thermochemicalcycle.The moment when to switch between operating modes needs to be defined in themodel. Although in reality the free oxygen content ΨO2 of the redox material cannotbe measured, the model uses this quantity as switching criterion. Whenever theratio of the current free oxygen content to the maximum possible free oxygen content,defined as
φΨO2 = ΨO2ΨO2 ,max , (5.1)
is above a trigger value γTR, conditions for thermal reduction are set: the waterflow is turned off, the nitrogen flow is increased and the set point of the tempera-ture controller is adjusted to the thermal reduction temperature. On the contrary,
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when the material has been reduced to a certain extent so that φΨO2 drops belowthe trigger γWS, water-splitting conditions are established. This idealised controlstrategy again permits to find an upper-limit efficiency. In reality, the relevant pro-cess variable for switching may be the gas composition at the reactor outlet, oreven more basic, the cycle time. Based on heuristics, an experienced plant operatormight achieve a performance close to the idealised switching criteria used in thepresent model.
5.1.2 Scope and Simulation Procedure
In the upper-limit analysis, the major effects of different material properties oughtto be analysed. In the first simulation run, material properties and process con-ditions are set to values according to the state of the art. Subsequently, differentmaterial properties will be changed to show what efficiencies may be reached whenimproving the material. Thus, the results can be used by material researchers asa fundamental guideline for their efforts in material development. The followingmaterial properties will be subject to the parameter analysis:
• Loading of redox material coating on the honeycomb structure (Loxide)• Multiple of rate constants of kinetic law (nkin)• Maximum oxygen uptake capacity of the metal oxide (ΨO2 ,max)The above parameters have been introduced and discussed in Chapter 2.3. Theirbase value and the range in which they will be altered during the analysis isshown in Table 5.1. Changing these parameters from the state of the art valuemeans assuming there be a material with the corresponding properties. It is notwithin the scope of this work to check if such materials exist or are likely to bedesigned. This should be kept in mind when interpreting the results with alteredparameters.
It should be noted that this work concentrates on the material properties, becausethey are the most determining parameters with regard to the process efficiency.However, future work should also include other parameters such as the temperaturelevels of the two reaction steps or the oxygen partial pressure of the sweep gas feed.
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Parameter Unit Base case Range
Loxide % 10 10 . . . 100nkin − 1 1 . . . 50ΨO2 ,max molkgoxide 0.056 0.056. . . 2.8
Table 5.1: Parameters that are subject to the upper-limit analysis
When examining the effect of changing one or more of the material parameters listedabove, other free quantities describing the process conditions need to be specifiedin the model. These are:
• Sweep gas flow rate (N˙N2)
• Water vapour flow rate (N˙H2O)
• Switch criteria for cycle changes (γWS and γTR)
• Maximum solar flux allowed in the solar power controller (Fmax)
• Set point temperature during regeneration (TTR,set)
For each case (parameter set) in the efficiency analysis, these process conditionsneed to be optimized in order to find the upper limit of the efficiency. Keepingthem constant would favour a certain parameter set resulting in falsified conclu-sions. Thus, the downhill simplex algorithm [75] was applied for each parameterset to find the optimum process conditions. Since all process variables to be opti-mized show a steady influence on the efficiency, the optimization problem is not ofcomplicated nature and this rather simple, but robust algorithm leads to satisfyingresults. The optimization was programmed in Visual Basic. The objective functionof the optimization was the process efficiency. Due to the optimization, the upper-limit efficiency for one parameter set in the analysis is based on several hundredsimulation runs.
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5.1.3 Efficiency Formulation
The upper-limit efficiency ηul is formulated as
ηul = E˙H2Psol,in + (Pdp,reac + PSmix)/ηel . (5.2)
Here, E˙H2 is the energy content of the hydrogen flow based on the higher heat-ing value, Psol,in represents the power entering the reactor, Pdp,reac is the necessarypower to overcome the pressure loss in the reactor and PSmix is the power that thesweep gas regeneration requires. To have the same form of energy in the denomina-tor, the electric power (Pdp,reac and PSmix ) needs to be divided by the solar-to-electricefficiency ηel. This efficiency is assumed to be 15 % which is the state of the artefficiency of commercial CSP plants [44].Although this analysis can be calculated with the reactor model only, ηul representsan idealized process efficiency and not the reactor efficiency. While ηul describesthe energetic efficiency, it can easily be converted to the exergetic efficiency bymultiplying ηul with 0.887. This factor results from converting both the enumer-ator and the denominator from the energetic to the exergetic formulation. In thedenominator, the ratio between the chemical exergy of hydrogen (236 kJmol ) and itshigher heating value (287 kJmol ) has to be introduced [76]. The denominator has to bemultiplied by 0.93, as this is the exergetic share of the solar irradiation [76].
5.1.4 Results and Discussion
5.1.4.1 Base Case
The first simulation runs deal with the base case as defined in Table 5.1. Theresulting optimized process conditions are presented in Table 5.2.
The corresponding profiles of the honeycomb temperature, the product flow and theinput flux are shown in Figure 5.4 for one complete cycle. One can observe that thetemperature changes occur first in the front part of the honeycomb, while the backpart responds to power changes with a time lag. As a consequence, the reactions
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Process condition Optimum value for base case
Sweep gas flow rate N˙N2 5.090 kmolhWater flow rate N˙H2O 1.015 kmolhSwitch criterion to start water splitting γWS 1Switch criterion to start regeneration γTR 0.323Maximum solar flux (Fmax) 465 kWm2Set point temperature during regeneration TTR,set 1410 °C
Table 5.2: Optimized process conditions for the base case
Figure 5.4: Temperature, product flow and solar flux development during one cycleunder base case conditions
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do not start at once in the complete reactor. Therefore, the product component flowrates do not peak as striking as observed in lab measurements of small samples[77, 42]. In those measurements, the sample is so small that all the material hasnearly the same temperature.The input flux is highest during the heating phase. This way, the time for this phasecan be kept short to reduce thermal losses. The flux during the cooling phase iszero, whereas during water splitting solar energy is again required to make up forradiative and convective losses. The low input flux of 110 kW/m2 during the reductionphase is striking, because at such high temperatures reasonable system efficienciescan only be reached with flux values above 1000 kW/m2 [47]. As will be shown below,the kinetics of the reduction reaction is so slow that the power required to providethe reaction enthalpy is very low compared to the power required to compensatefor the thermal losses. As a consequence, the incoming radiation is mainly usedto keep the regeneration temperature at the required level, leading to the low fluxvalue and also to a low efficiency.The efficiency of this cycle reaches 0.07 %. This value is more than 100 times lowerthan the benchmark process, which is in the range of 7 to 11 % (see Section 2.4).Therefore, material properties need to be improved. The following sections will dealwith the question what characteristics a hypothetical redox material should havefor the Hydrosol process to become competitive, i. e. reach a similar efficiency asthe benchmark process.
5.1.4.2 Influence of Kinetics
In this section the influence of changing the rate constants of the kinetics kTR andkWS (see Equations 2.3 and 2.4 — repeated below) on the efficiency is analysed.The two parameters are always changed both at a time, to keep the analysis moreconcise.
r˙H2 = 2∂ΨO2∂t = 2 kWS (ΨO2 ,max −ΨO2) cH2O (2.3)r˙O2 = ∂ΨO2∂t = kTR ΨO2 (2.4)
According to the kinetic formulation, the factors have a linear influence on the
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reaction rate. While higher reaction rates increase the hydrogen yield, they merelyinfluence the heat loss of the reactor. Thus, a linear relationship between the rateconstants and the efficiency may be expected. However, when solely increasing thereaction rate, the efficiency can only be improved by a factor of four to about 0.28 %.This value is reached with reaction rates, which are about 60 times the base casevalue, see the 10 % loading curve in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Change of upper-limit efficiency and cycle time when increasing onlythe reaction kinetics
Above this value, the reaction rate does not limit the speed at which oxygen andhydrogen can be produced. The limiting factor at that point is rather the speed atwhich the rear part of the reactor can heat up. Figure 5.5 also shows the idealcycle time corresponding to the change of the reaction rate. At low factors, a strongdecrease of the cycle time can be observed when increasing the reaction speed.This shows that the time for the metal oxide to reduce or oxidise is dominated bythe kinetics. At higher kinetic factors, the cycle time can hardly be reduced, showingthat the kinetics has only little influence on the time necessary for the metal oxideto change its state. The temperature swing is the limiting factor here.
As the maximum possible efficiency value is still far from acceptable, one can con-
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clude that the inevitable losses that occur during one cycle cannot be compensatedby the small amount of produced hydrogen, no matter how fast the reaction takesplace. Thus, further means to improve the metal oxide performance are to be re-viewed.
5.1.4.3 Influence of Metal Oxide Loading
In this section, the loading of redox material coating on the honeycomb structure(Loxide) is discussed. It is increased from the base case value of 10 % to the maximumpossible value of 100 %, meaning that the complete honeycomb consists of redoxmaterial. The tenfold increase of redox material also results in a tenfold increaseof efficiency. The corresponding graph is displayed in Figure 5.5. The explanationof this result is straightforward. As the reaction speed is formulated in the massspecific form (per kilogram of redox material), the cycle time does not change whilethe yield increases proportional to the loading.
Therefore, the maximum possible efficiency rises to 0.7 % at the base case reactionrate and 2.8 % at high reaction rates. This result surely would need to be provedin reality, because other limitations like the speed of oxygen diffusion through thematerial can play a role when the layer of redox material is thicker.
5.1.4.4 Influence of Oxygen Uptake Capacity
Combined with Loading Increase The oxygen uptake capacity ΨO2 ,max describes howmuch oxygen can be incorporated and released from the metal oxide when cycling.It is also part of the kinetic formulation, see Equations 2.3 and 2.4. An increase ofΨO2 ,max results in a change of two significant material properties: On the one hand,the amount of possibly produced hydrogen per cycle rises. On the other hand, thereaction rate is increased in a proportional way. Therefore, increasing ΨO2 ,max hasthe same effect on the reaction rate as increasing the kinetic constants kTR and kWSby the same factor.
In Figure 5.6, the efficiency resulting from raising the oxygen uptake capacity isdisplayed for the base case loading of 10 % and an increased loading of 100 %.The kinetic constants kWS and kTR are set to the base case values. The multiple
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of ΨO2 ,max is displayed on the top x-axes, representing the implicit increase of thereaction rate.The stoichiometric oxygen uptake capacity when oxidizing 2 FeO and 1 NiO toNiFe2O4 is 2.13 molkgoxide , anything above this limit could only be reached by a dif-ferent metal oxide.
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Figure 5.6: Upper-limit efficiency resulting from increased oxygen uptake capacity
The case with 100 % loading can reach an efficiency high enough to compete withthe benchmark process. When assuming that complete stoichiometric conversion ofa metal oxide comparable to NiFe2O4 is possible, an efficiency of 16.2 % is reached.When only 10 % of the absorber consists of reactive material, the efficiency does notexceed 2.5 %. While at a moderate increase of ΨO2 ,max, the ratio of the two curveswith different loadings is 10, at higher values this ratio decreases to 6.5. The reasonfor this decrease is that in the high loading case, reduction starts to be limited bythermodynamics and not by kinetics: the partial pressure of oxygen reaches themaximum value at which reduction still takes place.
Combined with Increase of Kinetic Factors The high loading of 100 % in combinationwith high oxygen uptake capacity is one possibility to achieve an acceptable effi-
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ciency. If the loading shall stay at 10 %, it is also possible to improve the efficiencyby further increasing the reaction rate. Figure 5.7 shows the upper-limit efficiencybased on the maximum oxygen uptake capacity of 2.13 molkgoxide and low loading of 10 %.If the kinetic factor, i. e. the reaction rate, is further increased, the efficiency risesup to a maximum of 9.5 %. This is also within an acceptable range of the benchmarkefficiency and a possible slight increase of the loading would make such a materialeven more feasible for the Hydrosol process.
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Figure 5.7: Efficiency of reactor with 10 % loading and ΨO2 ,max = 2.13 molkgoxide as afunction of reaction rate increase. Note: the high ΨO2 ,max already increases thereaction rate by a factor of 37.5
5.1.4.5 General Requirements Towards Material Properties
At this point, a large number of different combinations of material parameters couldbe evaluated. However, the computational effort would also be large and the resultswould not bring new insights about the general influence of each parameter on theefficiency. It is more instructive to wait for material research to provide more detailedproperties of possible new candidates and then evaluate those.
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Rather than running more simulations, a more generic conclusion about the ef-ficiency and its dependency on material properties would be worthwhile. Oneapproach to find such a dependency is to plot the efficiency as a function of themean oxygen production rate during thermal reduction, n˙TR,mean. That measure waschosen, because the reduction step is the most energy intensive one and literaturealso reports it as the crucial step [31, 78]. Such a plot is displayed in Figure 5.8,showing the results of the cases from in Figures 5.7 and 5.6.
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Figure 5.8: Efficiency as a function of the mean oxygen flow. Plot includes resultsfrom Figures 5.6 and 5.7
Unfortunately, the plot in Figure 5.8 shows that not one general result can beestablished for the Hydrosol process. While the results of varying ΨO2 ,max showa remarkable increase with increasing oxygen flow, the dependency of the casesvarying the kinetics is weaker. The reason for this discrepancy is the following: inthe first (blue) cases, the cycle time stays nearly constant at about 80 min and theenergy needed during the heating phase is always about 25 % of the total inputenergy. On the contrary, when increasing the kinetics (red), the cycle time goesdown to 20 min resulting in a higher oxygen flow and lower energy need of theregeneration step. But as the heating phase always requires the same amount ofenergy, its share of the total energy requirement goes up to 45 % at an oxygen flow
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rate of 3.8 molkgoxide h . Thus, the cycling limits the efficiency increase when raising thekinetics without increasing the oxygen uptake capacity.
The main result from this analysis is that the performance of future materials needsto be improved drastically compared to NiFe2O4. Further, it was not possible toderive the upper-limit efficiency as a function of one single material characteristic,as for example the mean oxygen flow during reduction. The kinetics and the ther-modynamic limits both play an important role and future materials should comprisean increased oxygen uptake capacity as well as faster kinetics. Recently, Chueh etal. [79] reported their results from experiments with ceria, which is one of the mostpromising materials at the time of writing. While the kinetics of ceria is very fastresulting in a mean oxygen flow of N˙TR,mean = 5 molkg h , the corresponding oxygen up-take capacity is still low at ΨO2 ,max = 0.12 molkgoxide . In their experiments, the maximumpartial pressure of oxygen was about 3.3 mbar, which is comparable to the maximumof 4.3 mbar used in the present model. The maximum thermal reduction tempera-ture in the experiments from Chueh et al. was 1640 °C as opposed to just above1400 °C in the present simulation. According to the analysis above, the upper-limitefficiency of the Hydrosol process based on such a material may reach 5 %. Thatis a strong improvement over NiFe2O4. As soon as more kinetic equations of ceriaare provided by material research, they should be integrated in the model. Also thedifference in density and other properties need to be regarded in a more thoroughfuture comparison.
It should be noted that this conclusion applies mainly for the Hydrosol process. Forother processes based on different reactor types, further analyses need to be carriedout. This topic is discussed in Chapter 6.
5.2 Three Foci Process
In the introduction of Chapter 5 it was outlined that after determining the upper-limit efficiency, a more realistic and specific layout of the Hydrosol process shallbe analysed. As one characteristic of that layout is the employment of three focalareas, it is referred to as the three foci process.
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Property name Symbol Value Unit
kinetic factor water splitting kWS 1 -kinetic factor thermal reduction kTR 1 -maximum oxygen uptake capacity ΨO2 ,max 2.1 molkgoxideLoading of metal oxides Loxide 100 %Sweep gas flow rate N˙N2 115 kmolhSwitch criterion to start water splitting γWS 1 -Switch criterion to start regeneration γTR 0.276 -Maximum concentration ratio Cmax 305 -Set point temperature during regeneration TTR,set 1448.5 °C
Table 5.3: Material characteristics and process conditions of the initial case
The three foci process analysis has two main objectives. On the one hand, the an-nual process efficiency shall be compared to the upper-limit efficiency results fromthe previous section. As a basis for that comparison, a case with an upper-limitefficiency of 16.2 % was selected. Hereafter, that case is called the initial case (notto be confused with the base case from the previous section). Its material charac-teristics and process conditions resulting from the upper-limit analysis are listedin Table 5.3. On the other hand, this analysis shall show what further material orprocess improvements would bring the three foci process to a competitive efficiencylevel.
In this section, first the flowsheet of the process model is introduced and thereafter,details of the flowsheet and boundary conditions are presented. Finally, the resultsof the initial case and some parameter variations are presented and discussed,leading to recommendations for further material and process design.
5.2.1 Process Model Description
The flowsheet of the realistic process model is displayed in Figure 5.9. In thefollowing description, first the flow of water and the resulting hydrogen productstream is introduced. Afterwards, the flow of the sweep gas is described.
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Figure 5.9: Flowsheet of a realistic process model
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The feed water enters the flowsheet in stream S1. The water is pressurised by apump (PU) and fed to the evaporator (EV). A PID controller (LC) regulates the flowrate in the pump in order to adjust the level of liquid hold up in the evaporator.The evaporator is driven by recovered heat and produces steam. The steam leavingthe evaporator is throttled to ambient pressure (TH) and enters a splitter (SP1)in the feed control section. A control scheme ensures that the splitter distributesthe steam only to the reactors which are in the splitting or cooling phase. Thecontrol scheme is a series of logical tasks and is not represented in the flowsheet.It is described below. As each reactor block (RR1 to RR3) in the model representsa number of reactors operating synchronously (explanation in Section 5.2.1.1 —Scaling), the streams S18 to S20 are scaled down (SC1 to SC3) before entering thereactors, resulting in a reduced flow rate. The outlet streams are scaled up again(SC4 to SC6). If they contain enough hydrogen, an on-off controller sets the splittersdownstream (SP3 to SP5) to direct the flow to the product gas mixer (MX5). Then,the gas passes through a heat exchanger (HX1) to preheat the sweep gas feed. Theproduct gas leaving the flow sheet is conducted to the hydrogen purification unit,which is not included in the model, because it is assumed to work in steady state.
The nitrogen used as a sweep gas enters the flowsheet in stream S5. It is pressur-ized by a blower (BL) to overcome pressure losses in the system. If, after preheatingin HX1, the sweep gas can be further heated in the heat exchanger HX2, the splitterSP7 directs the flow to S8. Otherwise, HX2 is bypassed (S10). The control of SP7is realized by an on-off controller comparing the stream temperatures of S7 andS42. After preheating, the sweep gas enters the feed control section and the split-ter SP2 directs the flow to the reactors, if they are in the heating or the reductionphase. The reactor inlet and outlet streams are scaled as explained above. Thesweep gas leaving the reactor is collected in mixer MX4. Then the gas is directedto a splitter (SP6) which is used for the pressure control in the evaporator. If thepressure in the evaporator is lower than the set point, the hot sweep gas drives theevaporator, otherwise the evaporator is bypassed through stream S41. Afterwards,the sweep gas passes another heat exchanger (HX2) to further preheat the sweepgas feed. Subsequently, the cooled sweep gas (S43) is directed to the sweep gasregeneration unit which is assumed to work in steady state and therefore excludedfrom the dynamic model.
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The reactors are represented by the same model as in the upper-limit analysis.The temperature in the reactors is controlled by a coupling of PID controllers (TC)and a programmed logic solar field controller (SFC). The available solar power isrepresented by a time data block. It is also scaled down (SC7) according to thenumber of reactors represented by each reactor block.
5.2.1.1 Boundary Conditions
External Settings Before beginning the modelling work, four main boundary con-ditions were defined as a process design basis. First, the plant shall be located inAlmería, Spain. Second, the input power in the focal area shall be about 1 MW atfull load operation. Third, the product shall be compressed to 350 bar for trans-portation reasons. And fourth, the product composition of the hydrogen shall complywith the specification of the ISO 14687, Type 1 grade A. This means that the mini-mum hydrogen purity has to be 98 % (mol) and water is not condensable up to 350bar at -10 °C. In addition to this process design basis, several boundary conditionshad to be defined in the process model as input parameters. In the following, themain assumptions and the resulting boundary conditions of the process model arepresented.
Solar Input The solar power input to the process model is the product of the directnormal irradiance, the solar field efficiency and the secondary concentrator effi-ciency. Detailed solar data of the year 2009 was used, the time resolution is 1 min.The development of the solar field efficiency throughout the year is presented inFigure 5.10. For detailed time data, the values were interpolated. The solar fieldlayout was adapted from Will [80] who used the software HFLCAL [81] for the solarfield design. That solar field delivers a maximum of 1.5 MW solar power at thebest solar conditions (solar noon on June 21), thus a safety factor of 50 % is usedto deliver enough power at worse solar conditions. The mean annual solar fieldefficiency is 68.6 %. Although the solar field size is an optimization parameter in thecourse of this analysis, the solar field was not laid out again for every solar fieldsize. Since the solar power shall stay in the range of 1 MW, only slight changesof the solar field will be carried out so that the change of the resulting efficiency
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Figure 5.10: Solar field efficiency during the year in percent
matrix is neglected. The transmissivity of the secondary concentrator was set to90 %, according to the report of Denk [82] who designed the secondary concentratorused here.
The specification of 1 MW during full load is only a rough number to describethe scale of the plant, because the constantly changing power requirements of thereactors do not permit an exact and meaningful description of the input power byonly one value. The maximum input power of all simulations below is 2.6 MW, whilethe average power during peak times (from 11:00h to 13:00h solar time) is about1.4 MW. To receive this power, a total of 21 reactors are employed in the plant.
Scaling It would be ideal, if each of the 21 reactors could be operated indepen-dently, providing high flexibility concerning heat recovery and solar power integra-tion. But the inlet aperture diameter of the secondary concentrator being 490 mm atits widest point is not large enough for such an operation strategy. The maximumdistance from heliostat to reactor is 103 m in the present plant. Reflecting over thatdistance, even an ideally-shaped concentrating mirror would produce a solar imageof about 1 m diameter. Therefore, seven reactors are grouped in three different focalareas to provide a large enough aperture area. In each focal area, the reactors
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need to be operated synchronously. From a modelling point of view, the grouping ofreactors allows for speeding up the simulation, because the synchronous reactorscan be represented by only one reactor model. So the number of reactors can bereduced from 21 to 3. By dividing all input streams and the incoming power byseven and multiplying all output streams by seven, the rest of the plant can bemodelled at its actual size. The scaling is realized by the scaling blocks which arementioned in the flowsheet description. In the following, when referring to one ofthe three reactors in the flowsheet, actually the group of reactors in that focal areais addressed.
Heat Recovery In the heat recovery section, the two heat exchangers and the evap-orator are modelled in dynamic mode. This means that the thermal inertia of thecomponents is regarded. Since a thorough heat exchanger design requires an eco-nomic plant analysis, the heat exchanger dimensions were not optimized, but ratheradjusted to perform reasonably. The heat exchange area was changed manually sothat the minimum temperature difference during operation is about 15 K. The heattransmission coefficients (k-values) are estimated for gas-gas heat exchangers asproposed in the VDI heat atlas [68]. The main component settings are listed in Table5.4.
Variable Unit Value
heat exchanger 1 (HX1) k-value Wm K 30heat exchanger 1 (HX1) area m2 22heat exchanger 1 (HX1) mass kg 400heat exchanger 2 (HX2) k-value Wm K 30heat exchanger 2 (HX2) area m2 500heat exchanger 2 (HX2) mass kg 4100evaporator (EV) set point pressure bar 7evaporator (EV) volume m3 4.2evaporator (EV) mass kg 1450
Table 5.4: Settings of heat recovery blocks
The set point of the evaporator pressure is set to an elevated level of 7 bar. This
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setting has two reasons. On the one hand, by throttling the flow to 1 bar beforeentering the reactor, it is ensured that the reactor inlet streams provide overheatedsteam. It is important that no liquid water enters the reactor to prevent pressureshocks. On the other hand, using the elevated pressure can compensate the fluctu-ation of the heat available for recovery. If in a certain moment not enough heat isavailable to produce the required amount of steam, then the steam which is storedin the evaporator can be used resulting in a pressure decrease in the evaporatorshell. Whenever more heat is available or less steam is needed, the evaporator isheated until the set point pressure is reached again. The size of the evaporatorwas adjusted so that at all times enough steam can be provided. To ensure thatthe pressure in the evaporator does not fall below 1 bar, which would result inunrealistic flow conditions, the throttle at the evaporator outlet is set to “pressuredriven”, the valve characteristic being linear.
Downstream Gas Treatment In the dynamic model, only those components are in-cluded which are directly affected by the inherent process dynamics. These compo-nents are the reactors themselves, the solar input, the feeding system and the heatrecovery units. All other gas treatment is assumed to be de-coupled from the dy-namics by buffer tanks. A complete flowsheet showing all downstream units whichare necessary is presented in Figure C.1 in the appendix. The assumptions on thenecessary downstream gas treatment units are described in the following.
The product gas is treated in several steps. First, it is cooled in a condenser totake out as much water as possible. To reach the required hydrogen composition,the gas needs to be dried further. This task can for example be carried out bya temperature swing adsorption process using zeolite as the adsorbent. As onlya low water content is left in the gas downstream of the condenser, the energyrequirement for the second adsorptive drying step is low compared to the energycontent of the hydrogen (below 0.15 %). Therefore, this energy demand is neglected.After drying, the hydrogen has to be compressed. According to the Hydrosol 3Dproject partner HyGear [83], the compression of 1 mol hydrogen to 350 bar requires54.5 kJ which is an equivalent of about 19 % of the energy content of the hydrogen.
Assumptions regarding the sweep gas regeneration have already been addressedin the upper-limit analysis. The N2/O2 separation was assumed to have a high
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exergetic efficiency of 20 %. In contrast to that, the initial case of this three foci plantanalysis includes a more realistic component for the sweep gas regeneration. Thiscomponent is a pressure swing adsorption unit (PSA). The PSA needs a pressure ofabout 5 bar and can reach a purity of 99.9995 % N2 [84]. As will be seen, the pressurerequirement of the PSA results in a remarkable efficiency decrease. Therefore, a setof simulations will also be carried out assuming that the nitrogen leaving the PSAruns a turbine, recovering the energy needed for the pressurization. The separationwork is then assumed to be the same as in the upper-limit analysis.
Pressure Loss Regarding the reactor, the pressure loss is considered as in theupper-limit analysis, that is by calculating the honeycomb pressure loss. Regardingthe heat recovery section, the pressure loss is difficult to estimate. Even with agiven exchange surface area, exchanger designs with remarkably differing pressureloss characteristics can be realized. To select an optimal exchanger design wouldrequire an economic evaluation of the complete plant which is not within the scopeof this thesis.
Therefore, based on experience from the solar tower Jülich and on additional inputfrom the “Aspen Exchanger Design and Rating” tool, the pressure loss in the heatexchangers and the piping is assumed to be between 0.05 bar and 0.5 bar in total.Simulation runs will always be carried out taking into account both the upper andthe lower limit, the lower limit being the initial case. To overcome the pressuredrop, the blower (BL in the flowsheet) is necessary. The vapour/ hydrogen streamdoes not require additional blowers, because the steam leaves the evaporator atan elevated pressure, high enough to overcome the pressure drop in the piping andheat exchangers.
For the sweep gas stream, two cases with different blower power requirements needto be considered. In the initial case, the pressurized nitrogen leaving the PSA is notconsidered to run a turbine and therefore, the sweep gas is available at 5 bar. Thus,most of the time no additional power is required to overcome the pressure loss inthe piping and heat exchangers. Only at times when the sweep gas flows throughthe reactors without taking up oxygen, it has to be re-pressurized by the blower,because it is not treated in the PSA. In the cases which use a turbine to recoverthe compression energy, the blower needs to run whenever sweep gas is required.
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The isentropic efficiency of the blower is assumed to be 92 %, as suggested byTsatsaronis et al. [85].
Progressive Approach Most assumptions in the flowsheet are not conservative, butrather ambitious. That strategy was chosen, because the Hydrosol concept is stillrather visionary and is not likely to be realized commercially within the next years.Therefore, assumptions that correspond to cutting edge technologies of today areused. For example, heat exchangers operating at up to 1400 °C are assumed. Theseare not yet applied in large scale, but already described to be possible in literature[86], using ceramic plates. Also the piping of the hot sweep gas leaving the reactor isvery ambitious, as well as the performance of the PSA. The homogeneous flux profileon all reactors of one focus which leads to the reduction of 21 to 3 reactor blocks inthe model is also an idealization, but it may be approached by excellent reflectorsand state of the art aim point strategies [87]. All these progressive assumptions werechosen on purpose to describe the performance of a future plant based on advancedtechnologies.
5.2.1.2 Process Control and Operation
Parts of the process control can be derived from the flowsheet in Figure 5.9, whereblue connections represent the control signals. Except for the flow controllers (FC),all controllers are realized as PID controllers. Their settings were adjusted manuallyuntil satisfying performance was reached. All flow controllers in the flowsheet areused to direct the outflow of splitters in the desired direction. They are realized ason-off controllers with a dead band to prevent flattering.
Besides the visible controllers, most of the process control is realized by programmedtasks which cannot be visualized in the flowsheet. Therefore, the process controlis described in this section. Further, the reasoning behind the control scheme ispresented.
In the morning of every day, all parts of the plant are assumed to be at ambienttemperature. Overnight operation is not regarded, because it would require heatstorage at temperatures above 1400 °C. This very high temperature heat storage is
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too far from technical realization and economic feasibility and therefore not consid-ered here.
Start-Up When starting up the plant, all honeycombs are in the oxidised state andneed to be reduced. Therefore, at start-up all reactor feed streams provide nitrogenso that the reduction reaction can start and as soon as the reactor temperaturesare high enough. Another reason why nitrogen flows through the reactors alreadyduring the heating phase is that the heated nitrogen can be used in the evaporatorto raise the water pressure and temperature. This way, the solar power during start-up is exploited and stored for later use during the water-splitting phase. Since thenitrogen is not diluted during start-up, no purification of the sweep gas is necessaryand only pumping power must be provided.
Solar Field Controller The solar field controller (SFC) distributes the solar poweramong the three focal areas. Its input streams are the available solar power onthe one hand and the requested power of the focal areas on the other hand. Thevalue of the requested power is provided by PID controllers which measure thefront temperature of the honeycomb. The solar power is distributed according toa priority list. During start-up, this list is set arbitrarily, having reactor 1 at thehighest and reactor 3 at the lowest priority. This means that whenever reactor 1requires more solar power than available, only the corresponding focal area 1 isserved by the solar field. As soon as the available solar power exceeds the powerrequired by reactor 1, then reactor 2 is served. Only if then still excess solar poweris available, reactor 3 is served. As the three reactors operate independently, reactor1 will be the first to start reduction and begin with the thermochemical cycling.
After the start-up, the priority list in the solar field controller is constantly updatedaccording to the phase of the cycle which the reactors are in. The priorities areset according to the following logic: The longer a reactor has been in the reducingphase, the more solar energy it stores in the form of reduced metal oxide, makingthat reactor more and more valuable. Therefore, a reactor switching to water-splitting mode has the highest priority, because in this phase the energy storedin the reduced metal oxide is transferred to the long term chemical storage beinghydrogen. As a consequence, a reactor switching to reduction mode is set to the
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bottom of the priority list.
Cycling The switching between cycles is controlled analogous to the upper-limitanalysis: the value of φΨO2 , describing the ratio of the current free oxygen contentto the maximum possible free oxygen content, is decisive whether water splittingor reduction is carried out. The trigger values when to start water-splitting andreduction mode, γWS and γTR, are adopted from the upper-limit analysis results.They are listed in Table 5.3.
Shutdown Before the sun goes down, the remaining potential of the redox materialto split water needs to be exploited. This means that all reactors are switched tosplitting mode 25 minutes before the solar power is not sufficient to maintain thewater-splitting temperature in all three reactors, this power being 357 kW. The timeof 25 min was chosen, as this is just enough to ensure complete oxidation of themetal oxide. The Sunset was defined here as the point in time when the availablepower from the solar field falls below 357 kW and does not rise above this value forat least 30 minutes.
5.2.2 Scope and Simulation Procedure
The following course of action was pursued to fulfil the objectives of the three focianalysis. First, the material properties and process conditions which have beendefined as the initial case are introduced in the model. Subsequently, the solarfield size needs to be optimized, because it was not part of the upper-limit analysisand therefore, no initial case value is available. After that optimization, the basecase efficiency of the three foci plant can be determined. Based on insight from thatsimulation, parameter variations will be carried out.
In the present analysis, the annual efficiency is the main evaluation criterion of theprocess. However, it would be too computationally costly to simulate all 356 daysof the year with every set of parameters. Therefore, all annual efficiency results arebased on a simulation of six days representing the year. This way, the simulationtime could be reduced to a reasonable figure. The six days were selected as follows.
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First, all days of the year were simulated using the initial case parameters and amanually adjusted solar field size. For all days, the mean daily hydrogen yield andthe mean available solar power per day were calculated. Then, the deviation Dd ofeach day from the mean values was calculated according to the following equation:
Dd = (NH2 ,d − NH2 ,y365NH2 ,y365
)2 +(Esol,d − Esol,y365Esol,y365
)2 , (5.3)
with NH2 ,d being the hydrogen yield of a specific day, NH2 ,y the hydrogen yield ofthe year and Esol,d and Esol,y the solar power of a specific day and year, respectively.For each two-month period of the year, the day which resulted in the minimum valueof Dd was selected as a representative day. The efficiency of the resulting six daysdeviates from the yearly efficiency by only 2.5 %. The validity of this method wasnot proven extensively, but a test run with changed material properties resulting ina three times higher efficiency also showed a small deviation of 3.2 % between therepresentative-days efficiency and the annual efficiency based on 365 days. Thesix representative days and the direct normal irradiance on those days are listedin appendix B.
5.2.3 Results and Discussion
5.2.3.1 Initial Case  Comparison to Upper-Limit Efficiency
After simulating the process under initial case conditions, the resulting annual ef-ficiency only reaches values below 2.5 %. The influence of varying the solar fieldsize is shown in Figure 5.11. The optimum size is about 2900 m2. A smaller solarfield cannot provide enough power to run the thermochemical cycle in all reactors,while a larger solar field delivers surplus power which cannot be used.
The first question that arises from this result is why the efficiency is more than sixtimes lower than the result from the upper-limit analysis. To answer this question,the main differences are listed in the following, starting from the largest. The lossesare also displayed in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.11: Annual efficiency of the initial case with varying solar field size
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The sweep gas pressurization for the PSA can be identified as the main efficiencypenalty. The required energy for the PSA is 223 times higher than the theoreticallynecessary separation energy. In contrast to that, the separation energy in the upper-limit analysis was assumed to be only five times the ideal effort. When changingthe PSA effort for the assumption of the upper-limit analysis, the separation sharedecreases to 3 % of the total effort and the overall efficiency can reach 6.0 %.
Figure 5.13: Distribution of solar energy entering the reactor aperture
Another large impact on the effort can be revealed when analysing what the solarinput is needed for. That is shown in Figure 5.13. Almost 40 % of the solar poweris used to heat the sweep gas and another 17 % are needed to heat the water.These high shares of gas heating effort occur despite a high heat recovery rate of80 % in the gas phase. Reducing the heating effort to an almost ideal heat recoveryas assumed in the upper-limit analysis leads to a further efficiency increase from6.0 % to 10.6 %. The next important loss mechanism is the exploitation of the solarresource. When regarding only the solar power that actually enters the aperture,the efficiency rises by another 2.1 percentage points. This is due to the fact thatonly 91 % of the solar power is required by the reactors. The difference betweenthe available power and the power actually used by the reactors is illustrated in
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Figure 5.14, exemplary for a day with good irradiance (June 7).
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Figure 5.14: Solar power exploitation on a day with good irradiance; the localminimum at 6.7 h results from a short time where two reactors are in the water-splitting phase which requires little solar energy. After that time, the cycles adjustin a way that only one or zero reactors are in the water-splitting phase at thesame time.
The next step that can increase the efficiency of the present simulation to 15.7 % isto regard only the time of one complete cycle during mid-day. During start up, ad-ditional power is necessary to heat the reactors and, furthermore, the times with lowsolar irradiation cannot be used for operation, which decreases the efficiency. Thefinal step to reach the upper-limit efficiency of 16.2 % is to neglect the downstreamhydrogen compression, because it is only considered in the three foci process model.In the initial case discussed here, the energy requirement of the sweep gas bloweris only 0.08 GJ and therefore hardly influencing the efficiency. Thus, it is not listedin Figure 5.12. However, it should be noted that the blower requires up to 13.9 GJ,if the pressure loss in the heat recovery section rises to 0.5 bar. Then, the blowerenergy would be the third most important loss.After having identified the heat loss mechanisms, the course of the efficiency inFigure 5.11 can be discussed further at this point. It may be counterintuitive that
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the efficiency does not decrease significantly when increasing the solar field sizefrom 3000 m2 to 4000 m2. The nearly plateau characteristic develops for two reasons:First, more available solar power allows for shorter heating times. As a result, morecycles can be realized and the hydrogen yield still increases when the solar fieldsize exceeds the optimum. Second, the sweep gas separation, which is independentof the solar field size, makes up for the major part of the effort. Therefore, theinfluence of the solar field size is not as large as might have been expected.
After having identified the main deficiencies of the three foci plant, means to improvethe efficiency are discussed in the following section.
5.2.3.2 Improvement of Three Foci Plant
The initial case efficiency analysis shows that the high sweep gas flow rate of115 kmolh per focus leads to substantial power demand resulting in a strong efficiencypenalty. The high power demand has two main sources. First, heating power isnecessary in the reactors, because the heat recovery is not considered perfect.Second, pressurizing the sweep gas for separation as well as for pressure losscompensation is very energy intensive. Therefore, the influence of reducing thesweep gas flow rate is analysed here.
As each sweep gas flow rate results in different heating requirements, the solar fieldhas to be adapted along with the flow rate. An efficiency map based on the initialcase, but with varying flow rates and solar field sizes is displayed in Figure 5.15.The white triangles mark the maximum efficiency at different flow rates. The figureshows that when decreasing the flow rate from the initial case value of 115 kmolhto 70 kmolh , the efficiency rises from 2.3 % to 2.5 % if the solar field size is reducedaccordingly. The optimum solar field size goes down from 2900 m2 to 2170 m2. Apartfrom the efficiency benefit, this change also corresponds to a significant reductionof capital costs, because the solar field makes up for a large part of the costs of asolar tower system .
However, when further reducing the sweep gas flow rate, the efficiency decreases,because the reduction phase takes too long, resulting in a lower hydrogen yield.To show the influence of reducing the sweep gas flow rate on the cases with other
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Figure 5.15: Efficiency map, based on the initial case with variation of sweep gasflow rate and solar field size
assumptions on the PSA and the system pressure loss, more efficiency maps weregenerated. As the main information from those maps is the maximum efficiencyat each flow rate after optimizing the solar field size (corresponding to the whitetriangles in Figure 5.15), only those results are shown here for the subsequent cases.The complete set of efficiency maps is provided in Figure C.3 in the appendix.
Figure 5.16 shows the resulting efficiency values at different flow rates. The bluearea corresponds to the initial case efficiency with the pressure drop of the heatrecovery section between 0.5 bar and 0.05 bar. Hence, the upper edge of thatarea corresponds to the white triangles in Figure 5.15. The green area shows theresulting efficiency when assuming that the gas separation is as efficient as in theupper-limit analysis, again for a pressure drop in the heat recovery section between0.5 bar and 0.05 bar. The efficiency difference between the two pressure values islarger in this case, because in the initial case only the sweep gas that did not reactneeded to be pressurized by blowers. The remaining line in Figure 5.16 representsthe efficiency when the pressure drop as well as the sweep gas separation are asin the upper-limit analysis. In this case, the optimum sweep gas flow rate is higher,
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Figure 5.16: Efficiency at different pressure loss scenarios and different sweep gasflow rates; solar field size is optimized at each point
the efficiency reaches a plateau between 80 kmolh and 110 kmolh . These values are stillslightly below the optimum value from the upper-limit analysis, because the heatrecovery is not idealized in the present case.
Figure 5.16 leads to the following conclusions: First, the pressure drop and thesweep gas separation have a large influence on the efficiency. An efficiency im-provement of 250 % is realized from the bottom of the blue area to the top of thegreen area. Therefore, it is crucial to recover the pressure from the PSA in a turbineand to aim at a heat recovery section with low pressure loss. Second, a pressuredrop in the plant of 0.05 bar is low enough that the blower energy requirementcan be neglected (the top of the green area and the line only considering the ∆pin the reactor are nearly identical). And third, the sweep gas flow rate has anoptimum at still high values of above 70 kmolh . These high flow rates are still limitingthe efficiency considerably. Even when omitting the pressure loss, the heating ofthe sweep gas makes up for 31 % of the overall energy demand when running atN˙N2 = 80 kmolh . But further reducing the flow rate results in too low reaction rates,as the oxygen evolving from the metal oxide does not leave the reaction space fastenough. The increased oxygen partial pressure then inhibits the reduction reaction.
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This inhibition slows down the reaction, no matter how fast the reaction kineticsis. So the reaction speed is then dominated by equilibrium thermodynamics andnot by the kinetics itself. To overcome this limitation, the maximum oxygen partialpressure pO2 ,TR,max at which the material can still be reduced, needs to be higher.The effect of a theoretical material having a higher value of pO2 ,TR,max at 1400 °C isanalysed in the following.
5.2.3.3 Influence of maximum possible oxygen partial pressure
The efficiency analysis of the three foci plant was also carried out assuming twomore moderate requirements regarding the oxygen partial pressure during reduc-tion. While in the initial case, the maximum oxygen partial pressure during re-duction is pO2 ,TR,max = 4.3 · 10−3 bar, the following results are from simulationswith pO2 ,TR,max = 0.01 bar and pO2 ,TR,max = 0.1 bar. The resulting efficiencies forpO2 ,TR,max = 0.01 bar are presented in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Efficiency at different pressure loss scenarios and different sweep gasflow rates; the maximum oxygen partial pressure during reduction is pO2 ,TR,max =0.01 bar; solar field size is optimized at each point
When the PSA pressure is not recovered, the optimum sweep gas flow rate is
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N˙N2 = 45 kmolh , i. e. 35 % lower than in the initial case. At the same time, theefficiency increases by 80 % to 4.5 %. That strong increase again points out theremarkable influence of the sweep gas flow rate.
In a similar way, also the other efficiency curves (idealized PSA pressure recoveryand neglected pressure loss, respectively) have their optimum at lower flow rates.For instance, in the case with pressure loss of 0.05 bar and ideal PSA pressurerecovery, the efficiency can reach 9 %. Here, the optimum sweep gas flow rate isN˙N2 = 60 kmolh as opposed to N˙N2 = 80 kmolh in the corresponding case with the initialvalue of pO2 ,TR,max. Hence, to bring the Hydrosol process efficiency to an acceptablelevel, not only the kinetics and the oxygen uptake capacity of the redox materialneed to be improved drastically. Also the thermodynamic equilibrium ought to be atoxygen partial pressures that are unlikely to be reached at a reduction temperatureof 1400 °C. According to the entropy analysis from Chapter 3.3.4, the solid entropydifference between the oxidized and the reduced state would need to be at least650 JK molO2 to reduce the metal oxide at 0.01 bar. The maximum entropy change thatcan occur in ceria is 585 JK molO2 when working with very small values of ΨO2 ,max. Thiscorresponds to an equilibrium oxygen partial pressure of about 10−3 bar under thegiven conditions.
To show how far the efficiency can be increased, another study with pO2 ,TR,max =0.1 bar was carried out. The resulting efficiencies are displayed in Figure 5.18. Theoptimum sweep gas flow rate in all cases is about N˙N2 = 5 kmolh . The losses dueto the sweep gas are so low that even the efficiency corresponding to the initialcase reaches more than 9 %. And the share of the solar power that is used to heatthe sweep gas has decreased to 8 %. Thus, further efficiency increase would onlybe possible by reducing the reradiation losses or further improving the reactionkinetics.
5.2.3.4 Requirements towards Materials and Plant Layout
The three foci analysis shows that in addition to the upper-limit analysis, the con-sideration of a realistic plant concept is important to draw meaningful conclusionsin what direction further material research should go.
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Figure 5.18: Efficiency at different pressure loss scenarios and different sweep gasflow rates; the maximum oxygen partial pressure during reduction is pO2 ,TR,max =0.1 bar; solar field size is optimized at each point
The sweep gas stream was identified as the most crucial part of the plant. No matterhow fast the kinetics may be, the thermodynamic limit of the reduction reaction isdecisive whether the fast kinetics can actually be exploited. If the upper limit of theoxygen partial pressure is too low, it will be very challenging to reach an acceptableefficiency: either the sweep gas flow rate is set rather low, then the reductionreaction slows down, cancelling the positive effect of possibly high kinetics. Orthe sweep gas flow rate is set very high, then the reaction may be fast, but thepumping and heating losses would increase too much. Therefore, water-splittingmaterials that can be reduced at high oxygen partial pressures have to be found.Recent research by Call et al. [88] showed that doping ceria with zirconia resultsin an increase of pO2 ,TR,max by about one order of magnitude compared to pure ceria.Such basic material research holds the greatest potential to improve the processefficiency.
From an operational point of view, it should be considered to apply a vacuum insteadof sweep gas during the reduction step. That way, the high losses due to sweepgas regeneration could be avoided. However, vacuum technology brings along new
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mechanical challenges. Further, applying a vacuum only seems feasible for moderateunderpressures such as 10−2 bar to 10−3 bar. Below that, the efficiency of vacuumpumps goes down drastically. To realize a process with vacuum, a different reactorconcept should be used. Possible concepts will be discussed in the following chapter.As the upper limit of the oxygen partial pressure during reduction is dependenton the temperature, another possibility is to go to higher reduction temperatures.However, higher temperatures result in higher reradiation losses as well as theneed for a more sophisticated heat recovery unit. That again would lead to a higherpressure loss. Therefore, the optimum reduction temperature can only be determinedas soon as a kinetic model is available which takes into account the partial pressureof oxygen as a driving force for the reduction reaction.In Chapter 3, isothermal operation was already discussed from a theoretical point ofview. It was shown that the requirements towards the oxygen partial pressure aretoo demanding when aiming at isothermal operation at temperatures below 2000 K.Yet, it may be advantageous to reduce the temperature difference between the tworeaction steps. This way, the heat recovery in the solid would play a minor role.However, the heat in the gas phase would still need to be recovered which makesup for a significant share of the overall heat recovery, as long as the sweep gasflow rate is high. In addition to that, the oxygen uptake capacity may decreasewhen reducing the temperature difference between the reaction steps. That hasa negative effect on the efficiency as was shown in the previous analysis. Again,an optimum of the temperature levels needs to be determined as soon as specificmaterial properties are known.Regarding the plant layout, strong focus should be put on the sweep gas regen-eration unit. A turbine to recover the pressure of the PSA outlet stream seemsinevitable, especially as long as the oxygen partial pressure during reduction islow. Further, the heat recovery section needs to be very effective. In the cases stud-ied here, about 80 % of the heat in the gas streams is recovered, but the remaining20 % still make up for a significant loss. Further, the pressure loss in the completeplant has to be kept as low as possible, as the pressure loss also has a strong effecton the overall performance.To further improve the process, the reactor concept should be revised. The lossesdue to reradiation are another important loss mechanism. The assets and drawbacks
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of the Hydrosol reactor concept are presented in the following chapter, followed bya comparison to other existing reactor concepts.
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6 Review of Different Reactor Concepts
The previous chapter reveals that the state-of-the-art efficiency of the Hydrosolprocess is not satisfying. Material requirements and process conditions that arenecessary to improve the efficiency to a reasonable figure are presented. But theefficiency analysis also revealed that if improved materials are available, the reactorperformance will be decisive concerning the overall efficiency.
Quite a number of different reactor designs have been proposed for two-step ther-mochemical water splitting based on metal oxides. Their benefits and drawbacksregarding thermal performance, process integration and reliability are discussed inthis chapter. First, the pros and cons of the Hydrosol reactor concept are discussed.Subsequently, the main concepts that can be found in literature are presented andcompared to the Hydrosol reactor. Those concepts are classified according to theappearance of the metal oxide in the reactor.
6.1 Assessment of the Hydrosol Reactor Design
Before evaluating other reactor designs, the Hydrosol design needs to be assessedas a benchmark. Based on the insights from the previous chapter as well as fromtest campaigns, the following features characterize the concept.
A strong focus of the Hydrosol project has always been to keep things simple andtechnically feasible. As moving parts are a typical source of failure at the ele-vated process temperatures, all hot parts are fixed. Further, the reactor assembly isstraightforward and broken honeycomb structures can be replaced with reasonableeffort. Therefore, a main advantage of the Hydrosol concept is a reliable operabil-ity and low costs. The reliability of the Hydrosol 2 reactor was proven in several
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test campaigns on the SSPS-CRS tower in Almería, Spain [25]. Although the Hy-drosol 3D reactor is geometrically different, the aforementioned advantages of theHydrosol 2 concept also apply to the Hydrosol 3D design.Another advantage attributed to solid structures such as honeycombs is that theyhave better sintering characteristics than powders [89]. Thus, large reactive sitescan be provided at higher temperatures.A main drawback of the Hydrosol concept is that the reaction room for the twosteps of the thermochemical cycle is the same. This results in three major efficiencypenalties:1. During the water-splitting step, significant thermal losses due to reradiationhave to be compensated for by solar energy input. That energy could besaved in a closed and well insulated water-splitting reactor, as the exothermicoxidation reaction would then provide enough heat to keep the temperatureat an elevated level.2. Not only the redox material, but the complete reactor needs to be heated andcooled repeatedly. This batch operation leads to an increased power demand,because the heat recovery of the solid is limited, see Section 5.1.1.1. In theinitial case of the three foci analysis, about 12 % of the input power has to beprovided during the heating phase.However, the influence of the cycling cannot be described in a general way.It depends on process parameters such as the temperature levels of the reac-tions and the cycle time. The cycle time again depends on several parameterslike the reaction kinetics, the oxygen uptake capacity and the sweep gas flowrate. The batch reactor concept is not suitable especially for materials withfast kinetics but low oxygen uptake capacity, because those materials requiremany short cycles, each cycle implying additional losses.In addition to the thermal losses, the batch operation also requires a sophis-ticated heliostat field control. That results in a higher degree of complexity,but should not be seen as a major deficiency. Säck et al. [90] showed that afast temperature control of the Hydrosol reactor is possible.3. In principle, it is possible to apply a vacuum during the reduction reactioninstead of using sweep gas. But as the water-splitting step should not proceedat low pressure, the complete reaction room would have to be evacuated and
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re-pressurized in each cycle. That would be too complex and time consuming.Therefore, concepts replacing the need for sweep gas by applying vacuumare challenging to be realized with the Hydrosol reactor. This third point,however, is not valid when only a moderate pressure reduction is required.Another issue that comes along with coated silicon carbide structures as used inthe Hydrosol project is the formation of silicon dioxide SiO2 [91, 40, 78]. Up to now,the test campaigns were carried out at a reduction temperature up to 1200 °C. Atthat temperature, the metal oxide was not reduced purely thermally by releasinggaseous oxygen, but chemically by reacting with the silicon carbide. To avoid thisreaction, other support structures have to be applied or the honeycomb needs toconsist only of the redox material. However, omitting the support material maylead to structural instability when cycling repeatedly. In addition to that, higherreduction temperatures are necessary to permit for purely thermal reduction.
6.2 Reactors Based on Porous Structures
The characteristics of reactors using porous redox material structures are similarto the ones of the Hydrosol concept. Different groups are currently working onthe approach to use foam reactors [92, 79, 9, 93]. The reactor concept of Furler etal. [9] also comprises a secondary concentrator and a cavity to reduce reradiationlosses. A scheme of the reactor is shown in Figure 6.1. As the ratio of cavity area toaperture area is larger than in the Hydrosol 3D reactor, less reradiation losses canbe expected. However, a more sophisticated concentration system will be required.Thus, the cavity size is object to a complete optical and thermal optimization of theplant.
Figure 6.1: Scheme of reactor based on porous ceria, adapted from [9]
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Another difference with regard to the Hydrosol concept is that the foam reactor doesnot need a support structure, because it consists of ceria which provides sufficientmechanical stability at the operation temperature. Another advantage of foam overhoneycomb structures is the larger specific surface area within the structure. But asthe oxygen diffusion in ceria is fast, it needs to be investigated if the larger specificarea can lead to a significant advantage in terms of the reaction rate, compared toa honeycomb solely made out of ceria. The main drawback of the foam reactor is,as in the Hydrosol concept, that the reaction room of the two steps is the same.
6.3 Reactors with Rotating Parts
The main motivation to design reactor concepts with rotating parts is to improve theheat recovery of the solid parts when cycling the temperature of the redox material.The first prominent approach is the counter rotating disc reactor CR5 developed atSandia National Laboratories [50, 94], a scheme is shown in Figure 6.2. The reactorconsists of several parallel discs that are coated with metal oxide. Each disc rotatesin the opposite direction to its neighbouring discs. On one side of the reactor, thediscs are exposed to concentrated solar irradiation. That side is the reduction zone.On the opposite side of the reactor, the discs are in a H2O or CO2 atmosphere inorder to oxidise and thus produce solar fuel. Between the two reaction zones, heatfrom the hot discs leaving the reduction zone is transferred to the cold discs leavingthe oxidation zone. A heat recuperation effectiveness in the solid of up to 88 % wascalculated [95].
Two main advantages of this concept are that the reaction rooms are conceptuallyseparated from each other and that solid heat recovery is possible. Only duringthe reduction phase, the material faces the ambient (through a quartz pane), so thelosses due to reradiation are reduced considerably.
The main drawback of such a concept is that the hot rotating parts are difficultto handle. On the one hand, the different discs tilt easily, as they get in contactdue to deformation under thermal stress [11], so steady-state operation has notbeen reached so far. On the other hand, the two reaction zones need to be sealedvery well to prevent species crossover. To realize such a sealing is technically
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Figure 6.2: Scheme of CR5 reactor, adapted from [50]
challenging, again due to the hot moving parts which change their temperatureconstantly. For the same reason, a concept with vacuum on the reduction sideseems very challenging.
Another concept similar to the CR5 was recently presented by Lapp et al. [96].A scheme is displayed in Figure 6.3. The reactor design consists of two counterrotating cylinders in a cavity. The outer cylinder is composed of porous ceria. Itrotates to enter the two different reaction zones. The inner cylinder is composedof inert material and its only function is to recuperate the heat between the cycles.The rotating tubes reactor has the same advantages as the CR5 reactor. A numericalmodel predicts a heat recovery effectiveness of up to 72 %.Although no literature about test runs is available at the time of writing, it canbe assumed that the operation will be challenging. The cylinders will leave theircircular profile when the temperature along the perimeter varies by several hundredkelvin (in the base case, Lapp et al. assumed 700 K temperature difference). Again,mechanical stability as well as the sealing between the reaction zones is difficultto realize.
An additional disadvantage of reactor concepts with rotating parts is that the reac-tion times of water splitting and reduction depend on each other. They are coupled
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Figure 6.3: Scheme of rotating tubes reactor, adapted from [51]
by the rotational speed of the discs/ cylinder. Further, the heat recuperation ef-fectiveness also depends on the rotational speed. These dependencies limit theoperational flexibility of reactors with rotating parts.
6.4 Reactors using Redox Material Particles
Two main concepts based on metal oxide particles have been proposed so far. Gokonet al. [97, 98, 99] developed a reactor with an internally circulating fluidized bedand Ermanoski et al. [14] describe a reactor based on a moving particle bed. Bothconcepts use the beam down technology, i. e. the concentrated sunlight is reflectedin a way that it enters the reactor at the top. Despite the increased optical losses,such a configuration is favourable when working with particles and a window so thatthe particles do not reach the window. If they do reach the window, it is likely thatthey stick to it. Then, the window may be damaged due to quick overheating at thesites where the particles absorb the solar radiation. Apart from this configurationalagreement, the two concepts and their main characteristics differ substantially. Theyare described in the following.
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6.4.1 Fluidized Bed
A scheme of the internally circulating fluidized bed reactor is presented in Figure6.4. The reactor is comprised of a reaction room with a draft tube in the centre.The gas entering the reactor has different velocities. Below the draft tube, the gashas a high velocity leading to an upwards movement of the particles in that part.When the particles leave the draft tube, they drift sideways to the outer ring of thereaction room. There, the gas velocity is lower so that the particles in that regionmove downwards. At the bottom, the particles can enter the draft tube again.
Figure 6.4: Scheme of the fluidized bed reactor from Gokon et al. [10]
A main advantage that results from the internal circulation of the particles is arelatively large region with homogenized temperature. Gokon et al. could reach atemperature range of 50 K in a region of 25 mm bed depth [10]. That results in alarge reacting surface area. Another feature of the reactor is a shutter that can closethe aperture. That way, reradiation can be reduced in the water-splitting step orduring short cloudy periods. Apart from the shutter, the reactor does not compriseany mechanically driven moving parts, increasing its reliability.Despite the improved temperature distribution, such a concept has several draw-backs. The main drawback may be the dual function of the sweep gas. On theone hand, its flow rate should be optimized to carry away the evolving oxygen. Onthe other hand, it has to be within a certain range to keep up the fluidisation. As
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the previous efficiency analysis showed how crucial the sweep gas stream is, thebalance of its sweeping and fluidisation function is considered a great challenge,especially under the given dynamic conditions.Another drawback is that the reaction room for the two reaction steps is the same.That leads to the same disadvantages as described for the Hydrosol concept. An-other typical disadvantage of particle reactors is abrasion due to friction betweenthe particles and especially between particles and reactor walls. Although Gokonet al. did not observe abrasion, they state that it may occur in long term operation.If very small particles evolve due to abrasion, they may be blown up to the windowand lead to the aforementioned overheating.
6.4.2 Moving Bed
In contrast to the fluidized bed concept, the moving bed reactor concept by Er-manoski et al. is operated in a continuous way. Figure 6.5 shows a scheme ofthe reactor. A screw elevator conveys the particles upwards to the reduction zone.There, the particles are irradiated directly through a window on top. They areheated and reduced and subsequently fall to the sides into an annulus pipe sur-rounding the screw elevator. The falling particles in the pipe and the lifted particlesin the screw elevator exchange sensible heat through the wall of the elevator. Hence,the elevator together with the surrounding pipe also acts as a heat recuperator.
When reaching the bottom of the pipe, the reduced particles enter an oxidationchamber where hydrogen is produced. That chamber is a simple, well isolated tank.The particles from the bottom of that tank are lifted by another screw elevator tothe bottom of the first elevator/recuperator. While the oxidation chamber works atabout 1 bar, a vacuum atmosphere down to 10−5 bar is generated in the reductionzone.
The moving bed reactor concept brings about several advantageous characteristics.Continuous operation as well as solid heat recovery is possible, like with the con-cepts using rotating parts. Further, in contrast to all previously discussed concepts,a vacuum in the reduction chamber may be feasible. That supersedes the needfor sweep gas recuperation, which was previously identified as a main efficiency
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Figure 6.5: Scheme of moving bed reactor, adapted from [14]
penalty.Another advantage is high operational flexibility. The reaction times of the two stepscan be adjusted rather independently from each other. That flexibility enables anoperation strategy where the degree of reduction (the δ in Equation 2.1) is low, sothat only the first and thus fast part of the reduction reaction is used. Such a strat-egy is only possible with continuously operating reactors and good heat recovery,so that the low yield of one cycle does not limit the efficiency. Finally, as withthe other concepts that use off-sun oxidation, the reradiation is lower than in theHydrosol concept. Ermanoski et al. state that the water-splitting reaction does notrequire additional heat, as the reaction is exothermic and the oxidation chamber iswell isolated.
Despite the promising features, the concept brings along new challenges and openquestions. First of all, the reactor has not been tested so far, so the feasibility stillneeds to be demonstrated. For example, the performance of the particle/particle
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heat exchange through the elevator wall has to be assessed at the relevant levelof temperatures. A high effectiveness is necessary for the concept to work out asplanned. More open questions arise with the application of vacuum. The two zonesat different pressures are only separated by the particle bed. Although the pressuredrop through the bed was calculated to be high enough for effective separation, it stillneeds to be proven. Further, in a large scale plant, oxygen evolves in the reductionzone at a high rate. That countervails the low pressure atmosphere. Therefore,vacuum pumps at a high volumetric flow rate have to be employed. The exergeticefficiency of those vacuum pumps needs to be assessed. State of the art pumps arenot optimized in terms of efficiency and show very low exergetic efficiencies.Other challenges result from the moving parts. Again, abrasion of the particles hasto be expected. If small powder evolves, it is likely to reach the window leading tooverheating of the glass. As the particles are not fluidized, that challenge may notbe as distinct as in the fluidized bed reactor. Further, the screw elevator suffersfrom a large temperature gradient in radial as well as in vertical direction, leadingto mechanical stress. The designers tried to counter mechanical failure by fixingthe screw and only moving the housing of the elevator. Such systems exist for lowtemperatures, but the reliability in the present design needs to be examined.
6.5 Reactors with Zinc/ Zinc Oxide as Redox Pair
Apart from redox materials that stay solid during the complete cycle, it is also pos-sible to use metal oxides that evaporate during reduction. A typical candidate iszinc oxide. It needs to be reduced at temperatures above 2000 K. As the reac-tion products are gaseous, the reactors for the zinc/ zinc oxide process do not facethe same requirements and boundary conditions as the reactor concepts discussedabove. Nevertheless, zinc oxide reactor concepts are included in this chapter, be-cause they have been studied extensively, especially at the ETH Zürich and thePSI in Switzerland. The benefits and drawbacks of such reactors compared to solidmetal oxide reactors can be elaborated apart from the differing boundary conditions.Several different reactor designs have been proposed so far [100, 101, 102]. All ofthose designs are cavity-based to reach the high temperatures. They also havein common that their only purpose is the ZnO reduction, while the water-splitting
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step is assumed to take place off sun in a separate reactor. The most prominentdesign is a 10-kWth reactor with a rotating cavity as the reaction chamber. Figure6.6 shows a schematic of this reactor. The zinc oxide enters the cavity as a powderthrough a screw feeder at the back side. Inside the cavity, the zinc oxide is heatedby concentrated radiation entering through the front window. When the zinc oxidereaches the reduction temperature, it reacts to gaseous zinc and oxygen. The prod-uct gases leave the reactor through the annulus surrounding the screw feeder. Atthe exit, the gases are quenched to prevent the back reaction of zinc and oxygen tozinc oxide. The reactor has been tested extensively and reached a maximum solar-to-fuel efficiency of 0.16 %. Recent simulation work predicts that a better insulatedreactor may reach an efficiency of up to 7 % [64]. At the time of writing, an upscaled100 kWth-design of the same type is being tested in the solar furnace in Odeillo,France [103]. The first test campaign had to be aborted due to mechanical problemsoccurring at temperatures above 1600 °C [104].
Figure 6.6: Rotating Cavity Receiver for zinc oxide reduction, image adapted from[105]
To improve the mechanical stability of the reactor, the latest reactor concept for zincoxide reduction does not include any rotating parts anymore. It is based on a beamdown system and the zinc oxide particles are fed to the reactor by a gravity-based
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feeding system [106]. The particles slide down a funnel. During that movement, thetop layer of the particles evaporates and dissociates into zinc vapour and oxygen.Afterwards, the zinc vapour exits together with the evolved oxygen and the unreactedparticles through a hole in the bottom of the funnel. Again, to prevent reoxidation,the zinc vapour has to be quenched after leaving the reactor.An advantage of the zinc oxide cycle is a high theoretical efficiency of up to 85 %,because of the high operating temperature. Further, the particle concept again en-ables independent operation of the reduction and the water splitting, like in theother concepts with metal oxide particles. Another advantage is that the oxygenpartial pressure in the reduction step is not critical so that neither sweep gas norvacuum need to be applied. However, some inert gas is used in the latest reactordesign to blow all reaction products out of the reactor and prevent particles fromreaching the window. The amount of gas necessary for that task may be substan-tially lower than the application of sweep gas in the reactor concepts describedabove.A major drawback of the concept is that the product gas phase has to be cooledquickly in a quenching cooler, entailing large irreversibility [107]. In addition to that,the high operating temperature makes the challenges regarding reactor materialsand engineering significant. To reach such high temperatures, a high concentrationratio of above 3000 is necessary [106]. Such high concentration brings along furtheroptical losses in the concentrator. Another challenge is that zinc particles have astrong tendency to sinter at high temperatures.Also the water-splitting step is challenging and further research is necessary, be-cause the oxidation of pure zinc is limited in conversion, reducing the cycle efficiency[108].
6.6 Recommendations for Future Reactor Development
The Hydrosol reactor concept is an eligible approach to realize an operating reactorin short time. First valuable experiences were gained during the operation of theHydrosol reactors. However, the efficiency of such a system is limited compared toother reactor types. Therefore, future reactor development should put high emphasison designs that can be operated in a continuous mode. The water-splitting step
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should take place in a separate, well isolated reaction room. Depending on thetemperature levels of the two reactions, solid heat recovery has to be considered.
The moving bed reactor concept holds several good features. However, the openquestions addressed above need to be clarified. Especially the vacuum technologyhas to be evaluated thoroughly. Since the combination of a window and particles iscritical, an indirectly heated system should be considered, if the window turns outto be a unacceptable source of failure.
In any case, the reactor concept has to be adapted especially to the redox materialthat shall be used. For example, particles are not the right choice if the materialtends to sinter or if abrasion cannot be limited to an acceptable level. Therefore,before designing a reactor, the thermodynamic properties as well as the kineticsand the mechanical properties of a material have to be studied extensively. Further,each reactor concept has to be evaluated concerning its process integration, as asubstantial share of the efficiency penalty may be found up- and downstream of thereactor.
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7 Conclusion
Solar-driven water splitting via two-step thermochemical cycles based on metaloxide redox pairs is an attractive concept to generate renewable hydrogen andthus support the energy transformation which is urgently needed to reduce CO2emissions. To evaluate the feasibility and guide future research and developmentof such cycles, an in-depth analysis of the complete water-splitting process andthe determining influences on its efficiency is necessary. This thesis presents suchan analysis. It covers general thermodynamic as well as specific process relatedaspects.
A solely thermodynamic approach was applied to introduce the use of T-S diagramsand pinch point analyses, describing the fundamentals of the cycle in a comprehen-sive and in-depth manner. Several process parameter variations and their influenceon the process efficiency were discussed. While a process with all components at1 bar still suffers from high temperature requirements, the reduction temperaturecan be decreased considerably when lowering the oxygen pressure during reduc-tion. At the same time, the efficiency only decreases slightly. In contrast, undertypical process conditions, an increased water pressure does neither influence theefficiency nor the temperature requirements. This option may only be beneficialconcerning other downstream process units, because the hydrogen would alreadybe pressurized.The analysis shows clearly that isothermal operation at temperatures below 2000 Kis not practical, as the partial pressure of the evolving oxygen needs to be too lowwhen aiming at a reasonable degree of water conversion. It also reveals that thefeasibility of isothermal operation does not depend on the entropy change of thesolid. Thus, the selection of the redox material cannot influence the exigencies re-garding the partial pressure in the gas phase.For non-isothermal processes, the required entropy change in the solid was pre-
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sented for different temperatures and oxygen partial pressures. In most cases, alarge negative entropy change in the oxidation step is advantageous, because theupper process temperature can be reduced. However, at the same time the efficiencydecreases.
Parallel to the thermodynamic analysis, a model of the Hydrosol reactor was es-tablished to calculate the process efficiency of a realistic application. First, a two-dimensional model of the prototype reactor was created for validation with measureddata from the solar furnace at DLR. Then the model was reduced to one dimensionand reconfigured to represent the Hydrosol 3D reactor.In an upper-limit analysis which is independent of the plant layout, the generalimportance of the material performance was elaborated. The upper-limit efficiencyof the state-of-the-art material NiFe2O4 is ηul = 0.07 %. This value is far from thepreviously determined thermodynamic limit. To reach a competitive solar-to-fuelefficiency, at least three parameters should be improved. The loading of redox ma-terial — describing the packing density of the metal oxide in the reactor — as wellas the oxygen uptake capacity and the reaction rate have to be increased by at leastone order of magnitude compared to the currently applied nickel ferrite coated onSiSiC. According to the model, alternative materials such as cerium oxide can reacha higher upper-limit efficiency of up to ηul = 5 % when applied in the Hydrosol 3Dreactor.Based on the results from the upper-limit analysis, the specific case of a 1 MWthplant with three focal areas was simulated. The annual efficiency of the completeprocess from the feed water to the compressed hydrogen product was calculated.The analysis shows that the annual process efficiency of a realistic plant is sub-stantially lower than the upper-limit process efficiency. The most important lossesoccur due to the sweep gas regeneration and the incomplete heat recovery in boththe gas and the solid phase. One possibility to decrease these losses is the appli-cation of a material that can be reduced at a higher oxygen partial pressure. Theannual efficiency ηy of a scenario based on already improved material propertiescould be improved from 2.7 % to 9.6 % when rising the maximum oxygen partial pres-sure during reduction pO2 ,TR,max from 4.3 · 10−3 bar to 0.1 bar. Another possibility toachieve more efficient sweep gas regeneration is to apply a turbine downstream ofthe pressure swing adsorption unit. This way, the compression energy required for
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the PSA can be recovered and the efficiency of same already improved scenario canbe increased from 2.7 % to 6.3 %.Many assumptions in the model rather overestimate the process performance. Thatapproach was chosen to describe the future potential of such a plant and to ac-count for the fact that the process may become economically feasible only in themid to long term future. Therefore, it was assumed that the peripheral componentswill also improve until a future application. Although the model contains severalsimplifications and assumptions, the results are so evident that even rather largeuncertainties hardly change the conclusion that can be drawn from the simulationwork: from an efficiency point of view, solar-driven two-step thermochemical water-splitting processes are still far behind the benchmark process being solar-poweredelectrolysis.
In the last part of the analysis, different reactor concepts and their implications onthe process are discussed. The Hydrosol reactor is among the most reliable andpractical ones. However, other reactor concepts have the potential to reach higherefficiencies. The limitations regarding heat recovery of the Hydrosol concept canbe overcome by reactor types with moving parts. If the substantial engineeringchallenges can be handled, then the moving bed particle reactor concept seems tobe the most promising at the moment.
In further studies, the thermodynamic analysis can be extended by applying it toCO2-splitting cycles which are similar to water splitting. The entropy differencebetween CO2 and CO is smaller than the difference between H2O and H2. Therefore,the beneficial effect of introducing the second step as opposed to the one-step cycleis lower in the case of CO2. In addition to that, the CO2-splitting cycle does notinclude an evaporation step. Hence, the potential for heat recovery is lower whensplitting CO2.The most important future model improvement is a more reliable kinetic formula-tion, based on sound experimental campaigns. The formulation should incorporateas many determining physical phenomena as possible. An important improvementwould be to regard the temperature dependency of the reaction speed as well asthe maximum oxygen uptake capacity. Also the pressure dependency of the kineticsshould be included in the formulation. To further assess the validity of the Hydrosol3D reactor model, the results from the Hydrosol PLANT project which started in
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2014 can be used. The corresponding project plan contains the test operation of a1 MWth plant on a solar tower.Future simulation work can address the analysis of different temperature levels ofthe reaction steps. For example, recent publications promote to reduce the temper-ature difference between the two steps [52, 13], which may weaken the requirementof efficient heat recovery in the solid. However, a lower temperature difference mayresult in a lower oxygen uptake capacity, which was shown to have a large influ-ence on the efficiency. If the temperature dependency of ΨO2 ,max is not accountedfor, the results of the modelling work become distorted and misleading. Therefore,before starting such an analysis, the redox material needs to be described moreaccurately.As the process efficiency is not the ultimate measure of the competitiveness com-pared to other hydrogen production pathways, future work should also comprise aneconomic analysis coupled to the model results. Also the benchmark process usingsolar electricity plus electrolysis would need to be evaluated. To overcome economicimpediments due to hydrogen transportation, on-site subsequent treatment such assynthetic fuel production or ammonia synthesis should be considered.The process model can also be applied for other processes, such as a solar airseparation plant. In such a plant, the oxidation step generates nitrogen and in thethermal reduction step, pure oxygen is produced. As no water splitting is necessaryhere, a more noble metal like cobalt oxide should be used, which can be reducedwith less effort. Therefore, the model would need to be adapted to the new material.Further, the evaporation step becomes obsolete and thus, the heat recovery sectionwould need to be rearranged.As long as the oxygen partial pressure of the sweep gas needs to be low, the sweepgas regeneration with a pressure swing adsorption unit requires too much energy.Therefore, the application of a turbine should be investigated more in-depth. Inaddition to that, other means of sweep gas regeneration need to be considered. Forexample, another redox process could be applied with the same working principleas the above mentioned air separation plant. The input to the process would be theoxygen-diluted sweep gas from the water-splitting process.Regarding the reactor design, future effort should be focused on concepts with thehighest efficiency potential despite drawbacks concerning the reliability. As the
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engineering and development is challenging, particle concepts like moving bed orfalling particle receivers require further research. However, it should be kept in mindthat the choice of the reactor concept and the corresponding efficiency improvementonly start to play a role after the redox material has been improved considerably.Presently, all proposed redox material candidates are still far from reaching thenecessary improvement. Therefore, the main focus of ongoing research needs to beput on the material development. A good redox material is clearly the key to makethe process become feasible.
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A Dissociation and Entropy Change of
Water
In Chapter 3.2 a simplified, theoretical dissociation process of water into pure, two-atomic hydrogen and oxygen is introduced. However, in reality water at 1 bar disso-ciates in a different way, see Figure A.1. First, the process of dissociation proceedsgradually with temperature and not — as simplified in Chapter 3.2 — isothermally.Second, several other products occur. Despite the components mentioned in Chap-ter 3.2, relevant amounts are reached by one-atomic hydrogen, one-atomic oxygenand hydroxide.
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Figure A.1: Dissociation of water at 1 bar
The T-S diagram corresponding to realistic dissociation is displayed in Figure A.2.
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Water is heated to a temperature of 6000 K. At this temperature, more than 99.8 %of the gas consists of one-atomic oxygen or hydrogen. In a next step, these twocomponents are separated from the remaining components and from each other.Thus, the cooling side of the curve (higher entropy) is calculated as the sum of purehydrogen entropy at 0.67 bar and pure oxygen entropy at 0.33 bar.
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Figure A.2: T-S diagram of realistic dissociation of 1 mol of water. Products areseparated at the maximum temperature
Although the shape of the resulting curve shows remarkable deviation of the sim-plified representation introduced earlier, the integral ´ T dS amounts to 237 kJK , i.e. the simplified and the realistic curve enclose the same area. This is the mainreason why the simplified curve is considered sufficient for an instructive introduc-tion to the topic of T-S diagrams. The simplified curve, however, should not be usedfor calculation of real applications. As the spontaneous dissociation only starts tobe relevant above 2000 K, it is not considered further in the analysis, because allcalculated cases of concern in section 3.2 take place below this temperature.
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The prototype reactor model was simulated with different degrees of discretization(applied to all discretized parts). Artificial data representing the complete range ofoperation was used as power input. The resulting temperature profile within thehoneycomb is almost not affected by the discretization (see Figure B.1 and B.2).Therefore, regarding the thermal part of the model, a low discretization of only sixby six elements is sufficient. However, the influence of the discretization on thechemical part of the model still needs to be checked.To analyse the chemical part,different model set-ups were established representing typical cases where a reac-tion front moves through the reactor with different speed. The cases with a stronglydeveloped reaction front are most sensitive to the degree of discretization, becausethe movement of the front can be represented less precise with lower discretization.Each of the set-ups (see Table B.1) was run with an axial discretization of 6, 8, 10,20 and 30 cells.
Case No. pO2 ,TR,max (bar) FN2 ( kmolh )1 0.1 52 0.905 53 0.01 54 0.0075 55 0.005 206 0.001 207 0.001 20
Table B.1: Model set-ups for discretization analysis (chemical part)
As a measure for the difference between the different degrees of discretization, the
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total amount of produced hydrogen after 14 hours of operation was compared. Theresult of the analysis is that the degree of discretization changes the result by lessthan ±1 %. The result is illustrated exemplary for the case of run no. 4 (see TableB.1) using a discretization of 6 and 30 sections in axial direction. In Figures B.3and B.4, the oxygen uptake capacity of the redox material is plotted over time forall elements in axial direction (and at the rotational axis in radial direction). Duringthe reduction step (starting at about 1 h), one can observe the moving reaction front:first, only the element at x = 0 m releases oxygen. The last element releasesoxygen the slowest, because here the sweep gas contains all the oxygen which theupstream elements have released, inhibiting the reduction reaction.
Although this moving reaction front can clearly be observed, the honeycomb dis-cretization does not influence the integrated hydrogen production. Therefore, adiscretization of only six elements seems acceptable for the present purpose.
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Figure B.1: Grid analysis result in axial direction
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Figure B.2: Grid analysis result in radial direction
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Figure B.3: ΨO2 along the reactor,with low discretization (nX = 6)
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Figure B.4: ΨO2 along the reactor,with high discretization (nX = 30)
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Complete Process Flowsheet Figure C.1 shows the flowsheet of the complete pro-cess including the parts that are assumed to work in steady state and that thereforewere not included in the dynamic model. The product gas in stream S38 first entersa condenser to release most of the water content. Further drying is carried out in atemperature swing adsorption unit (TSA). Afterwards, the gas is compressed in threestages. The sweep gas in stream S43 enters a buffer tank. Then it is compressedto 5 bar and enters the pressure swing adsorption to separate the oxygen, which ispurged to the environment. The regenerated nitrogen enters the process again viastream S5.
Six Representative Days The six representative days that were selected to representthe whole year are the following:
Month Jan Apr May Aug Oct Dec
Day 1 4 23 26 1 12The direct normal irradiance on those days are displayed in Figure C.2.
Efficiency Maps of Three Foci Process Analysis Figures 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 in Chapter5.2.3.2 show only the results of cases with optimized solar field size. In Figure C.3,the results of all calculations with different solar field sizes are shown.
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Figure C.1: Complete process flowsheet of the three foci Plant
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Figure C.2: Direct normal irradiation on the six representative days used in thethree foci process analysis
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Figure C.3: Efficiency maps of all results from the three foci plant analysis. Thex-axis of all plots shows the sweep gas flow rate and the y-axis the solar fieldsize.
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